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Tile Sutter Rifles
FERN SAYRE

The first military company which organized in Sacramento
honored General John A. Sutter by adopting the name of "S utter
Rifles." A news item in the Sacramento Union on Jui1e 27, 1852,
~tated that : "A Military Company was organized last night at th e
Crescent City Hotel and the following off.icers were elected: D. B.
Fry, Captain, M. D. Corse, First Lieutenant, J. 0. Brown, Second
Lieutenant."
The volunteer company was issued arms twice and bonds were
given. The first time the bond, which was written on Chris·tmas
Day, 1853, was valued a.t $2000 to cover the e>Opense of arms
which had already been issued. It is imposs·ible to give the d efinite
date when they l1ad been received. The second bond was taken
up June 30, after .the reorganization of June 1st, 1855, and was
valued at $2500.
The memb ers of the "Sutter Rifles" had evidently been uniformed in their early organization, for in 1858 the Sacramento Union
carried a news item teUing of the proposed changes made in a few
respects regarding the uniforms and stating that the material for
the trousers would have to be procured from New York. The new
~rousers and caps arrived in January 1859 and were beautiful in
style and finish. The trousers, which were Army blue of fin e
cassimere cloth such as worn by the officers of the service, were
tl,immed with one and one-half inch wide green stripes on th e
outside of each leg and edged with the fin est quality gold lace and
cost $10.50 a pair, and the new regulation hats which were
adopted by the company were black felt trimmed with blue cord
and black leather.
·
About George Mathis, Our Cover Artist
George Mathis's sketches and lithographs are a reflection of th e
old CtttTieT and Ives tradition of choosing authentic subjects f0'1'
illustrations. Reproductions of the subjects were made on a stone
press and each proof was watercolored by hand. The Mathis
origi1w.l lithographs are drawn on a metal equivalent of lithograph
stones and he then watercolors the subject. H e also produces
prints on his own modem offset press at Fr-i,day House; his home.
and Gallery in Coloma, California where he lives with his wife,
Jean and his daughter, Carol.
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AWARD for

DISTINGUISHED
ACHIEVEMENT
MISS ELLEN DEERING

OF THE SENATE RULES COMMITTEE

By Sena.toiL A!an Sholtt

REU.TIVE TO CO/.WEWVZNG MISS ELLEN DEEil.ING

WHEREAS, M.i6o E.Ue.n Lolt.a.i.ne. VUJL.i.ng, Jte.g.i.o.t'tM em~ a..t .the. UIU.veJt4.i..t:q oQ .the. Paci6.ic., ww.
il.oKOil.t.d and ~CoS ptUten.ted wU.h a. pla.que. on Fe.blw.alty 26, 1971, by .the. AmeJI..i.ettn AbhociA.ti..on o6 Cotl.t.g-Ut.t.e.
Re:g.U..Qt.alt.6 CUid A.dm.i.u.i.ol\6 OU.i.c.IVL6 6011. h£11. d~ .t.VLv.i.c.e. .<.n p..'U!.paJt.ing and p~~.ue.n.ti.l~.g wo~t~Uhop& 6oJt
c:oUtge. cw:l. l.l..tt4veM..i.ty adm.i.44.i.ol1.6 o66(.c.elt.4 anti .ug.U.t.'talt6 a..t the. UMveM.i.ty o6 .the. Paci6-(.c b.inc.e. 1948;

.,;

WH'ER.EAS , ~ Oe.Vting 1te..ti/l.ed .in 1969 a.64t11. 23 !fe.aJtO .u .ug.i.t..tlta.ot a.t .the. Un.iv1Vt6Uy o6 .the.
Pa.c:.i6-(.e, .uc.Uv.ing at .tlul.t .time. .t.lu!. h..i9h.c.h.t h.onoJi. o6 .the wr.i..vC/1.4.i..t1J, "The OJtdCJt o6 Pa.c.i6..ic."; and
WHEREAS, A6.tvt beJW.ing 1Zb .teg.cA.t.'uvl.- 4eCJt.e..talt.y 1.:JJ .the. p~~.U.(.di!J!k oQ Chico S.ta.te. .1JoN!It1t., ~4
PUJI.irl9 IIW t.mpl..oyt.d. a6 the au.i.o.tan.t .u.g.t.o.t."t:M. ·06 .the Un.iv~Uij o6 tlte P11c..i.6.i.e 6Jtom 1926 1.:JJ 1946; and
WHEREAS, She wa.6 appo.i.n.ted Jteg.i.6.t1!41t o6 .the Un.i.vvu.Uy o6 .the. Pac.i.O.i.c .(.n 1946, a. po6.uion .t.he
hdd u.n..tit he~~. 1tWitement .i.n 1969; and
WHEREAS, M.i..!.4 Vee.Jt..Utg ~ 4e~ 1.:JJ .the. Un.i.ve11.4.i..ty t::u~cu.tive PoU.e<.e.t. Comm.Utee 6Jtom 1946
~ 1969 i%J1d. .t.eCILI!.Ca/ty to .the UnivM4Uy Academic Re.gu.l.a.tiol'16 Corr.rn.i..t.Ue Ywm 1936 to 1969; and
WHEREAS , Af..bo a.6~ uk..th. W Ame~Li.calt A6.6oc.ia..Gi.on o6 Cotltg.ia.te. ~.i4.tJt.a..t4 and A.dm.U..l.iol't4
oo~ . U.U..6 lJeeJt.ing .6tii.Ved .t.i1i.6 9ILOI.Lp 4.6 a. me.mOOIL 06 .tite. PIL06e6.6.i.ottal stmu:La!uf..6 Comm.Uc~e. 6-'wm 1952 1954, and ~oecond v.i.ce..- pllU.ide.n.t .in H54 ; and
WHEREAS, Ac.U.ve. .in .the. Na..t.iona.l. Le.4gu.e. oD Amll)L.(.carz Pen Women, Ittc.., 4/ce .6e.Jtvc.d M Pllu.idi!Jt.t,
C4U.6oii.M.a St.a.te. (Noll..th) NL.AFW, Cho...i.ltnwt otl ..th£ Noll..ti!W(!Io.t R~.i.onal. NLAPW , and cha~t.te~~. membeA, o..& we.U .ao
6-(M.t p!LUi..de.n.t, o6 .the S.COcR..ton &tanc.it NLAPW; and
WHEREAS, kl.tltoJt. and fllli.,t.oft o6 11W11e./t.OU.6 ~u concellJI.(.ng >teA p.ot06e.64·Um, Mit.~o VeetU.ttg 4e/l.vtd
116 p!t.e.6.(..de.n.t o6 .the Un.iveMli.y otl ..t.lle. Paci.!)..(..c. Fa.c,u..Uy ClJ.Lb; and
WHEREAS , M.i44 !)telLing W Uee.n mo~o.t ac.ti.ve. .i.n. ..t:iu! ;ioU.01d..ng : Lea:JI.Ie o 6 Women Vo.tVt.G , ..tJte
Wu.te/Ln Fol.iU.o,ut. SociUJj, Ca.l.itlottn.i.a. ConDt.lte.nc.e. o6 H.i.Uo~ Soc...ie..t.ie..o , Ame.Jt.ic.an Academy o6 Poli.ti..CJI.i.
and Scci.Jzi.. Sci.e.J1.U., CctU6o~t.~l.i.a Ac.a.d.IQII!J o6 Scie.neu, Ca.U6olul..i.a A.6.6oc.i.a.U.on o6 Women l}e,m~ and Vice. ·
PJt.i..n.cipal.. , Ao~ooc,i.ai;.ion 60ft H.i.git.!A Edu.CA.ti.cn (Na..ti.onr:z.t &iuc.a.ctott Ao~ooc..ia.t.i.on) , Chico s.ca..:e College.
Atwntti Ab.loo~n (li..6e. me.mbCA), Ul'livVtO.i.ty o6 .the. P~6« AC.w111:.i A.&4oci,a..ti.ott (lilie. membe~t), l.ld.ta. Jd.ta
Vr.Lta. , Ce.n..t:Jtal. lole..t.z.od..ilo..c Chwtelt, Pa..ctonuo Ve.t..c:4 UJl4.(..ton, aJ!d Pa..t/tonu~o J.lu. Phi.. tp4.ito11; aJ!d
!l/HEREAS, H'e.ll ito1tOIL.6 and awa.Jtd4 wufe~t~oco.u hf.ll. magn.i..!).i..c.e.nt llC.coltd oO ach<.e.vl!llle tt.C, hav.i•:g been
4tlecad .to Who ' lo Who .Ut .the. Wu.t , Who 1 4 I.Jito .i..11 .the Met:itod.i..lo.t. Clu.vt.c..'t , Who ' 4 Wito oO Ar11eA.i..ca.tz W0171~, Who'.6
Woto .i..n Alnelt.i..ca.n CoUege. and Un.i..ve/1.6~ Adm.Ut.i.4.tlut.tion 1969- 1970 1 V.i..ct.i..OttMY oQ In..twla.tiol!a..:; /j.(,ogllaphy,
OltdeA o6 .the. Pa.c.i..6.i..c., T11e Two Titou.4ruui Wome.rt o6 .4.cJI.i..e.ve.me.n.t.- 1969, rutd Ca.U~Oil•Lia Rc.gU.t.vt attd, .·:av.W::J
be.e.n ei...Wi. i:Jy .the Paci..D.i..c A.64oei.a.t..i..on ob Col.te.!3.i..a.te. :l.e.g.i4.bto.ll.4 and ~.iot~ 066.ic.uu 6oit "otLt.!.~:d.i..r-9
I.VJ.v.i.c.e. .to .t..ite. a44ocic..t.Um • .to .tlte. Un.iveM-i.:4 o6 t he Pa.c.i..:j.i..c, IUtd .to .z..i..g .u~ll. eJuc.a.t...iott, " .t.lz.W ot:ga.ot.ization al.6o wtdwUit.o.te. an EUe.n L Ve.e.Jt..i..l~g ScJwta.Jt4/li.p a.t .tite Uttivell.4.i.ty o6 C u! Paci6-(.c. bt 1967 Qolt ~~c.
u.6e. o6 4.tLide.n.GO .Ut Edu.c.ati.o11tz.l Adm.i..n.iA.t/rJl.t.icn; now, .t.hVJ.eQolle. be i...t.
Jl.ESOLVEV BY TH€ $C:NATE RULES COWHTTEE , That .the i.le.miiVLb comme1td /.~~ EU.I!.n Loii.D..i..nc: i?e.c.Jt,iJ:g
&oft Ite.!t W14e.l.6.i4;t 4ell.v.i..c.e and tf.IUfe.Mhi..p ..t.o he11. comnJLU1L4 and )Jit06C4~.<.o•t and C.OJ191ULtu.l4-tc. ilell Oo·'l. IIVt
lo119 U.u ob 4u.cc.e..o4$u.l e.ndc.a.volt.6; and be. .i..t 6u.l'l.tlzett
RESOLVEI)i Thc..t o. 4u.lia.bl.lj pll.e.ptlJI.ed. c.opy o6 ..tJJ.i..4 lte4olu..U.on Ue .tlta.IU1ni...UW .t.o

-w-~) ~~-~
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Joe Shebl,
Weste1·n Sculpto1·
JAMES M. SHEBL
Department of English, University of the Pacific

The American West is once again pointing up new frontiers for
exploration and development; but the pioneers have laid aside axe
and scythe for brush and wood~blade. The artist has long recognized the inherent value of the West as a subject for expres.siona subject needing interpretation. The Cowboy and Indian, Trapper
and Trader, Padre and Trooper, Bison and Longhorn and Mustang
are organic to America and their legend stands as one of the few
traditions peculiar to the American heritage. This legend, entrenched as the roots of the Western American mythos, is a valid
experience only as it is honestly re-examined and put into proper
perspective.
The works of Frederick Remington, 1861-1909, and Charles
Marion Russell, 1864-1926, delineate the West and its frontier. The

gamut of the western experience is recorded in the bronzes of
these two great men who are in the vanguard of the many who
4

seek to contain the magnetism of the time, geography, and language of the frontier. Critics and collectors must realize that the
highly stylized figures which are born of cursory readings of
romances and pulp fiction are of value to Western Americana only
in terms of a romanticized myth. Too often these pieces serve only
to distort the work and freedom and wet and dust and warmth and
hurt that was the West in all its ambiguity. It is to men like
Remington and Russell that we must turn for a just evaluation of
the frontier.
Given time, the West comes to ease it-s own droughts. About ten
years ago, in the Fall of 1960, Joe Shebl decided to give vent to
what had been burning inside him since boyhood days along the
Big Blue River 1 . . . a couple of miles south from the great
Platte River Road. 2 Permeated with the many and varied pressures
of his medical practice,3 professional commitments, and community
inv.olvements, he went over to Carmel, a well known art center
on the California coast, with the intent of "learning to do a little
drawing." At the Carmel Art Center Eve Bell was at work in her
studio on porcelain figurines. Fascinated by her technique and
encouraged by the fact that he was not only acquainted with
anatomical structures but was skillful in the use of his hands, he
proceeded to take weekly ·i nstructions from Mrs. Bell in the art of
sculpting. Drawing was not forgotten but was now only considered
to be a tool of the sculptor. "It was easily a year before I had the
hang of constructing armitures and molding the clay into at least
some semblance of what I had in mind." I asked the obvious
question, "Well, ever since I was a kid in Crete, Nebraska, I had
heard stories-some first hand accounts-of how the piains were
settled and by whom. l read everything I could get my hands on
from Owen Wister .to the histories of the Western States. I've
always wanted to express this sentiment I have- more for personal
reasons than for anything else."
Shebl's first pieces were Indians: a bust and a standing figure.
These were never cast into bronze. Studies of a puma, a mountain
goat, a jackass, and a bison followed and were cast into bronze.
By this time it had become essential that the artistic process be
followed to its technical completion in order for the artist to ascertain his particular abilities and needs. For example, an early
observation showed that tex:ture on the clay model mus,t be exagerrated in order to be credible on the bronze.
Well, Shebl's wife Marnee and a few intimate &iends had long
suspected his work to be more than a therapeutic exercise. After

5

much prompting he modestly allowed an early bronze, a standing
American Bison, to be shown in the Physicians' Art Show at the
American Medical Association meeting in San Francisco, 1964.
Suspicions were confirmed. The Bison was accorded immediate
recognition by observers and critics alike.
With this subtle beginning came a demand for more bronze
pieces . Bison Bronze, P. 0. Box 1864, Salinas, California, came into
being. Shebl sculpted Indians, horses, bison and longhorns during
the early years. Ed Ainsworth gave him his first published recognition with a picture and biographical sketch in The Cowboy in Art
( New York, 1968). Ainswo~th notes that Shebl "has become in
recent years one of the leading exponents in bronze of the era
typified by the spirit of 1849." Affiliation with The Westerners•
brought him to fashion in bronze their insignia, the skull of a
buffalo, which is not unlike the signature buffalo of Charles
Russell, the difference being primarily that the jawbone is incomplete on the Westerners' skull. (From the way some of the old
timers jaw at the meetings I'd say that ironically the West has once
again taken care of its own!")

"First morning"
6

"Sargeant 'C' Troop"
Miniature from
Pioneers West series

At the request of Col. Waddell F. Smith, colorful descendent
and aficionado of the Pony Express People, Shebl prepared a Pony
Express horse and rider to be entered into the Centennial competition. Only his own insatiable appetite for correctness of form and
feeling prevented him from showing the finished bronze. "It just
doesn't feel right."
It's a pretty fair statement that "one may estimate a man by
what he collects." A man's sensitivities are reflected in the art
objects and artifacts with which he surrounds himself. Paintings
and bronzes 'b y Brownell McGrew, Maynard Dixon, Olaf Wieghorst, Howard Smith, Edward Borein, Jack Swanson, Bill Bender,
Bill Freeman, John D. Free, John Hampton, Robert Scriver, Jose
Cisneros, Donald Teague, and Joe De Yang grace Shebl's home in
Salinas. And if you look carefully along the shelves of books on
Western art and artists, you'll even see a goat done by Charles
Russell! Shebl's studio is a study in frontier technology. Guns,
traps, saddles, chaps, buffalo shields, arrows, skinning knives,
branding irons, and barbed wire cover the walls of the little room
in which long-clamoring feelings seek expression.
These Western trappings are ready for use or examination. Each
item is well conditioned, as if, one day, it may be called upon to
function in the purpose for which it was made. Careful scrutiny of
each bronze that issues forth from this nos:talgia-filled room reveals
that the artist has spent hours familiarizing himself with the vari-

7
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ous equipments and idiosyncrasies which each subject demands.
Long before the project has reached this stage though, Shebl has
amassed a stack of pictures cut out from magazines, newspapers
and journals. He's also read reference books, b1ographies, histories,
and diaries. Many of his projects are preceeded by photographic
studies. Several miles from Salinas, on the Monterey Highway, is
the Laguna Seca Horse Ranch. From here especially, and from
other valley ranches as well, come photographs of stallions, mares,
geldings, and beeves in varying stages of action and repose. These,
along with many free-hand drawings, are pinned to a board and
meticulously examined as the work is in progress. Before the first
clay is molded the antist-scholar is well researched in his subject.
Briefly, the creative pwcess proceeds with the subject being
molded in clay, allowed to dry, and then baked in a kiln. The
hardened piece is then taken to an artisan-foundryman, in this
case Bob White of Bakersfield, where a casting is made and a
highly skilled technique is accomplished. The artist has one more
chance to .t ouch-up his work before it is cast into bronze. This is
when a mold has been made of wax. Once the bronze has been
poured and cooled the artist buffs it with a number of burrs and
polishers. A patina is then applied and highlights are effected.
Shebl seems to favor an ebony-mahogany finish which is compatible to the old fence boards and posts upon which many of his
sculptures are mounted.
Where Remington's bronzes are sensational, playing to the
public he knew as an illustrator, they are consequently somewhat
less defined than the bronzes of Shebl, although they are just as
accurately realized. And where the bronzes of Charles Russell reflect the painter first, then the sculptor, the work of Shebl participates in a realism known only to the media in which he is
working. Shebl's bronzes are a symbol of the frontier legend. The
agony of wild life and living pulsates through the case of each of
his creations. And it is important to know that they are crea.tions
and not repmductions. Endless hours of research are consumed in
an effort to capture the feelings as well as the form of the subject.
Because his figures are much less stylized or s.terotyped than much
of .t he contemporary sculpture in Western Americana, there is, consequently, more life. The images are historically correct and anatomically perfect. Motion, and more- spirit, seeps from each expression. Bronzed muscles seem to quiver, metallic eyes reflect
life, the stance suggests that brave spirit of ·westward Ho! which,
so much so, defines the frontier.
9

Often referred to as Chief Joseph by the artists, historians, and
collectors that number his friends, this man has assumed from
countless books and galleries and conversa.tions that, as great as
the number of Western bronzes that there are, there is yet no
series which runs the gamut of the frontier experience. With this
in mind, he has set forth to sculpt a collection of miniatures, each
one being an expression of one of the oharaoters acknowledged to
have been of import in the settling of the West. Under the working
title "Pioneers We~t," the collection includes: a Conquistador, a
Padre, a Plains Indian, a Navajo, a Mountain Man, a Cowboy, a
Desert Rat, a Cavalry Sargeant, a Buffalo Soldier, and a Barkeep.
Shebl is now showing at Old Town Gallery in San Diego, The
Western Art Gallery at Saddle Back Inn in Santa Ana, and at the
Cohen's Antiquarian Books in Scotsdale, Arizona. Galleries in
Carmel, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and New York have requested
his work. The National Gallery in New York recently requested
photographic studies of some of his bronze to fascilitate making
arrangements for a show which is to include his work.
In a poem called "My Country," Maynard Dixon wrote
I love the grim gaunt edges of the rocks,
the great bare backbone of the Earth,
rough brows and heaved-up shoulders,
round ribs and knees of the world's skeleton
protruded in lonely places;
where from ledges of sun-silenced cliffs
the wild war eagle dips aslant
blue ecstacies of air
to the delicate deep fringes of the pines;
the long-returning curves of solid hills
that bend the wind along the dappled sky;
or far-drawn levels of red-mesa-lands,
receding infinitely, step on step on step .
and grandeur of all grandeurs, over all
the high commanding glory of the sun!

And this very feeling conceives the sculptures of Joe Shebl; and
this color and silence and depth is realized by his bronze. And it
brooks few equals.
1
2

3
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Joseph J. Shebl was born in Crete, Nebraska, on :May 28, 1913.
Merrill J. Mattes, in a very excellent book, The Great Platte River Road,
Lincoln, 1969, tells of this country and of its significance in Western
expansion.
Shebl is a practicing radiologist with degrees from The Creighton University and the University of Pennsylvania.

4
5

The Westerners is a monthly dinner group of gentlemen and scholars
devoted to history, lore, and legends of the vanished frontier.
Leland D. Case, in "The Westerners: Twenty-Five years of Riding the
Range," Western Historical Quarterly, vol. 1, no. 1, January, 1970, comments "the Westerners are bunches of males mostly, who meet monthly
usually to chomp and chat .. .."

"Bronzed muscles seem to quiver, metallic eyes reflect life, the
stance suggests that brave spirit of "'estu;ard Ho! which, so much
so, defines the frontier ."

11

THE RAIDERS FROM
SULLIVAN'S GULCH
K. JANE WAHL
University of Portland, Portland, Oregon
The Poor Peoples' march on Washington, D.C. in April 1968, by
the unemployed was not without precedent. It had at least two
forerunners . The most recent of these occurred in June of 1932
when a group of veterans, part of the so-called "Bonus Army,"
marched on Washington in an effort t o gain recognition of an
unemployment problem and also the shortage of money in .this
country. The earlier march, and the one we are concerned with,
took place in April of 1894 when Jacob Coxey, a self-made
business man from Massillon, Ohio, led a group of unemployed
in a march on the nation's capital to present a petition to Congress
demanding remedial measures be taken by the government to
alleviate the plight of his followers . The purpose of Coxey's
petition was to demand that Congress issue five-hundred million
dollars in paper money to be spent fumishing work for the unemployed in roadbuilding and similar projects .
Coxey's army, as it was usually called, was recruited in many
sections of the country and most of the contingents actually set
out with Washington, D.C. as ;their destinahon. However, only a
few reached .t heir goal. The travelers had no means to pay f.or
food, lodging, clothing, or transportation and were dependent on
the charity of t he local populace. They were not interested in
working to earn these necessities, bUJt expected the people of the
various locales to be generous. The reasons are quite obvious as
to why the inhabitants of the cities along their routes did what
they could 't o avoid having these armies visit their towns and tried
to get rid of them as quickly as possible. 1
This paper will deal with .t he Oregon contingent of Coxey's
industrial army of unemployed.
The governor of Oregon, Sylvester Pennoyer, offered them public
sympathy w.h ile H. W. Scott, editor of the Oregonian, wrote editorial after editorial ·c riticizing the unemployed bands. Scott unsympathetically suggested that there was work available if they but
looked for it, and also, that the feeding of this group without making them do any labor was misguided charity.~
A Western branch of the industrial army was organized in San
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Sullivan's Gulch - Sketch by George Hoerner,
Oregon ]ournall/27 /52
Francisco on March 27, 1894 and headed directly .for Washington,
D.C. A second regiment was organiz·e d in the same city on April
9, 1894. Of this group, one company headed towad Washington,
D.C. by way of Pol'tland, Oregon with the avowed intention of
joining a similar group recruited in Seattle, Washington on April
7, 1894.:~ This oompany, under the leadership of Captain Charles
Kain, is first repoi'ted in Oregon at Roseburg on April 14. 4 The
members had hitchhiked north on a Southern Pacific freight train
from San Francisco." Preparations were made by Southern Pacific
to send a wood t.r ain no11th to Divide ( Divide is a railroad junction
aboUJt five miles southwest of Cottage Grove, Oregon), on which
they would be able to ride. In the meallltime, the city of Roseburg
fed them. The army continued north and on April 16, 1894, arrived
in Cottage Grove where Kain and his men were fed by the city. 6
A dispatch, datelined April 17, 1894 from Eugene, informed the
public that the army was expected to arrive on a freight -that afternoon and was reported to be thirty-five strong. The city officials
expected the group to continue on its journey within twelllty-four
hours.7
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This section of the industrial army eventually arrived in Portland, Oregon on April19, 1894. The Oregonian referred to them as:
A well-organized and disciplined company of San Francisco mechanics,
whose cry is "On to Washington" [D . C .]. They are content to ride in box
cars and live on whatever is offered them by kindhearted citizens along the
route . . . It arrived . . . on a Southern Pacific freight train after 18 hours
ride, and immediately went into camp on the East Side Flats, near the
junction off Sullivan's gulch and the river. The men, 50 in number, were
supplied with food at the city's expense, upon their captain's promise that
they would behave themselves and leave town by this evening. [April 20]8

J. B. Smith of San Francisco had arrived in Portland a few days
previous for the purpose of organizing a Portland branch of the
army. He enlisted approximately four hundred men. At a meeting
in the Central Labor Council Hall on April 18, he outlined to his
prospective leaders the plan of action. The work of recru~ting had
then begun. It was stated that:The new organization is to be known as the "Fifth Regiment, U.S.I.A.", and
is to be divided into 12 companies of 60 men each. Following is a list of
the officers: H. Hamilton, A Company; D. Dugan, B; A. J. White, C; W.
Fairbanks, D; William Burns, E; J. M. Schier, F; Frank Burke, G; H. L.
Mason, H; William Johnson, I; Lee Stevenson, K; John Murphy, L; Dan
Odrain, M.9

The main recruiting station for ;t he movement was located "on
the sidewalk at the northeast corner of Third and Burnside
Streets." The officers could be distinguished by badges or red,
white, and blue ribbons stamped with the number of their regiment and company. The recruits were required 1t0 give their name
and address and were then presented with their insigni:a, a "Small
piece of ribbon, bearing the national colors, and a bit of cardboard
inscribed with the number of his company and il"egiment." As J. M.
Schier, commander of F company, had gathered .the mos.t recruits,
he was promised the command of a battalion for his services. J. B.
Smith of San Francisco resigned his commission to S. L. Sheffler,
a stone mason, who was now to be the "general". Then General
Sheffler, Captain Smith, and Captain Short (who now was in
command of the California group as Captain Kain had found employment in Oregon), paid a visit to the city fathers to see if they
could get sufficient food for their men to last until Monday (April
23) when they would leave. 10 This the city fathers refused to
supply and turned them over to the local charities.
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Portlanders became less and less sympathetic with this group
of visitors as the days went on. The railroads refused to move
them without payment. Even Governor Pennoyer lost interest.U
Scott continued his fight against the group on the editorial page
of the Oregonian. On April 26, he declared:
The anti-work army is hopeless of getting free food in Portland, and is
trying to get out. If it gets out, it will walk. The railroad companies will
not give it a train, and the civil authorities will protect the trains from
seizure. Attempts of this kind will end in logement [sic] of the anti-workers
in the lock up, whence they will go to the rock pile. The Portland police
will do their duty. If the army is too strong for them, or if it shall escape
from their jurisdiction, the railroads are in the hands of the federal courts,
and the whole power of the United States, with the regular army as instrument, will be summoned for their protection.l2

The Portland contingent of Coxey's army finally left the city on
the afternoon of April 25, 1894 and started its march eastward to
Troutdale, fifteen miles from town. They arrived there rthat evening, five hundred strong. They were described as:
made up for the most part of hobos and tramps, who love to travel and eat,
but not to work; but there are also in the ranks a number of dissatisfied
laboring men, who have been misled by the smooth talk of irresponsible
leaders.l3

It should be noted that two unsuccessful attempts had been
made in Portland to steal a train. Since they had not been successful, •the members of the Industrial Army had walked to Troutdale and most of them were quartered in a · livery stable. The
Union Meat Company and other merchants contributed £ood and
the travelers fixed their supper. But this situation could not continue for Troutdale had a population of only four hundred and
could not be expeoted to sustain an army of five hundred.
Desir·ous of leaving Troutdale, .t he army took over the Union
Pacific station the next evening. United States Marshal, H . C .
Grady, tried to dislodge them £rom •t)le s•tation but met with no
success. He estimated that of the five hundred who were there
three hundred of them ha·d revolvers. Marshal Grady and his fift;
deputy marshals were "simply laughed at by the anti-workers."
Sheriff Kelly asked for a requisition from Governor Pennoyer for
state troops to be sent to the area but it was refused. Grady then
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recommended calling United States troops stationed at Fort Vancouver (Washington) .15
On Friday, April 27, 1894, the army took over a freight train on
its way east. While the men were scurrying into the empty cars,
the engineer disconnected the engine and departed leaving the
cars with :the men in them stranded at the station.16 Marshal
Grady telegraphed Washington, D.C., apprised the Attorney General of the situation and asked £or federal troops. Mr. Richard
Olney, the U. S. Attorney General, wired permission for Grady to
contact General Elwell S. Otis at Vancouver, Commander of the
Department of the Columbia, and request such military forces as
needed to enforce the law. General Otis was instructed by
Attorney General Olney to cooperateY
On Saturday morning, a train arrived at the stall:ion and to the
surprise of the onlookers, it came to a full stop. It had scarcely
slowed down when the men began to board it. They held the
engineer captive and ignoring all arguments departed. Marshall
Grady then wired General Otis to have the troops from Walla
Walla, Washington move in to Umatilla Junction by 4 p.m.- the
time the stolen train was expected to arrive. Grady headed east
himself in a fast engine to try to overtake ~he runaways. The
soldiers from Forot Walla Walla arrived early on th·e ir train and
placed themselves behind empty box cars blocking the track.
When the stolen train came in, it was flagged down and the
leaders a-rrested. The other members of the Industrial Army stayed
in the cars and were transported back to Po11tland.18
The main body of the army was represented before 'bhe United
States District Court ·Of Judge C. B. Bellinger the next day by an
attorney and dismissed with a reprimand. The leaders appeared
personally before Judge Bellinger's court and also were dismissed
with a !reprimand.19 Now no longer needed, the federal troops
were dismissed and returned to their base.20
Of interest in the further adventures of the ga·oup is the story
in the May 10, 1894 Oregonian. It was reported that ,t he ranks
of the Portland contingent of the Coxeyites had diminished to approximately fifty. The desertions were slow at first but gradually
went up to fifteen or twenty a day. Many decided to stay in Portland and look for work. Most apparently found this not too di£ficult to obtain and settled down.~ 1

General E. L. Sheffler and two-hundred and twenty-one of his
followers continued on their journey east. The Oregonian on May
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11, 1894 noted that the Union Pacific "hauls them under protest,
but had concluded it is cheaper to let them ride than to sidetrack
towns and stop freight trains." 2 ~ The company apparently decided
to change this policy within the next two days and to give them
no rides. On May 13, the army seized another Union Pacific train,
this time near Pocatello, Idaho. 23 They were halted at Cokeville,
Wyoming by the federal troops. The Infantry from Boise assisted
troops from the Platte in their capture at Green River, Wyoming.
The two companies, one from Boise and one from the Platte, took
the Coxeyites to Boise "where they were held by the Boise
Barracks garrison, assisted by a group of cavalry from Walia
Walla." The prisoners were tried and received sentences of confinement in an improvised prison near Huntington, Idaho. 24
Mr. H. W. Scott, editor of the Oregonian, had the following to
say about this last episode:
Dispatches come from remote places in Idaho and Wyoming, saying that
the "Portland Industrial army" has arrived there, is passing through or has
stolen a train. This is a mistake. There is no longer a "Portland Industrial
army". It has been broken up and resolved into its original constituent
elements or individual tramps. What is left of the "army" perhaps one-tenth
of the original strength, hangs about the city, dodging work, and begging for
food and money. The rest have drifted away, at various times and to
different places, singly or in small squads . There ~as no exodus in a single
body. Not fifty of the 500 assembled here at one time left in company,
though a large number may have assembled by accident at some other
place after leaving here.
But it is an abuse of terms to call these accidental assemblages a "Portland
army". The nucleus of the original Portland assemblage came fom San
Francisco. It was swollen by accidental additions on the way here, and
-gained some increment in this city of idle persons who wished to escape
work and travel without cost. But this "army" was dis~olved and its organization broken up by arrest for train-stealing. Some of its fragments no doubt
made the nucleus of the body now in trouble in Wyoming for train-stealing.
But it is probable that only a small number of these came from Portland. To
call them the "Portland army" is an offensive and unwarranted imputation.
It is true that the man Sheffler who organized the Portland "army" is in
command of the party now troubling Wyoming, but the force is not the
same. It is probable that Sheffler l~ft this city with one of the small squads
that have been making their way East along the Union Pacific. He simply
had made this squad the nucleus of the other "army", as he made the gang
he brought out of San Francisco the nucleus of the Portland army. This
would not be difficult, as the whole country is full of tramps eager to join
any organization that promises food and transportation.25

The industrial army movement itself had been the result of unrest caused by unemployment. Many members were willing to
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travel to find work and a number of these had ended up in California and in Oregon. Some of 't he members had gone West in
times of prosper~ty and now joined the movement in order to return to their homes. Others joined for adventure and were a detriment to the group. Some joined simply to .take advantage of the
industrial army commissary. The officers .of the group made
valiant attempts to weed out the undesirable, but to do this
efficiently was next to impossible.
The groups subsisted in large part on popular sympathy but
also. had "devis·e d a new stand and deliver process" at which
donations usually poured in. They were a source of embarrassment to the communities where they were camped. They were
expensive to feed but the populace felt compelled to not let them
st&rve. The possibility of violence lurked in the background. Therefore sympathy, when there was any, was joined with an ardent desire to see the army depart. As far as any immediate result for its
program, Coxeyism was a failur-e. 26
The contingent, Portland or nat, got no farther than Cokeville,
Wyoming. The ones still ·i n the band who were interested in work,
found work there, the ones who were not inter·e sted in work
ended up in jail. As mentioned before, a number of the men found
work in Portland and in the Oregon area. Therefore they seem to
have little or no part to play in the ultimate success or failure of
General Coxey's movement, but those who were sincere in their
desire for employment achieved a personal success.
1
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CACTUS WREN
How do you manage
in and out of spiny thorns
not to be impaled?
-LuciLLE SAl'mBERG
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Tiburcio Vasquez (.1835-1875), famous California bandit, terrorized
California citizens for twenty years. Hanged on March 19, 1875
in Santa Clara, California
Photos courtesy of San Jose Landmarks Commission

THE LEGEND OF TIBURCJO VASQUEZ
RUBEN

E.

LOPEZ

.t<'olklore is defined as that which is passed on from one generation to the next by word-of-mouth.
The purpose of this study is to pass along to the reader historical
folklore which is concerned with a desperado known as Tiburcio
Vasquez.
The author traveled extensively throughout San Benito, Monterey, Santa Clara and Santa Cruz Counties visiting landmarks, towns,
ranches, museums and descendents of people who, in one way or
another, were connected with the infamous brigand, Tiburcio
Vasquez.
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The legend of Tiburcio Vasquez is still a topic of conversation in
San Benito County.l Although Vasquez was hanged over 95 years
ago for the robbery and killing that took place at Snyder's Store
in Tres Pinos, 2 many pioneer residents of Tres Pinos, Hollister and
San Juan Bautista recall their childhood days which were filled
with accounts and details of the deeds of Tiburcio Vasquez.
Vasquez was born in 1835 in Monterey, California of respectful,
law abiding citizens. His father, Hermenegildo Vasquez, was a
soldier in 1809 and later married Miss Guadalupe Cantua. In 1827
he was appointed Regidor3 of San Jose. After his term of office,
he moved to Monterey, where he was given a grant of land ( 500
varas ) 4 by the government. The land was used for raising vegetables or milpas.5 The house in which Tiburcio Vasquez was born
was constructed of adobe and is still standing on a little hill in
back of Colton Hall on Van Burion Street.
Citizens of Monterey spoke of the boy, Tiburcio, as ". . . . all
gentleness. He hated fighting. He loved music, dancing, seranades
and senoritas." 6
As a young boy, Tiburcio Vasquez began to notice the political
unrest and the unstableness of his government. He was a descendent of Juan Atanasio Vasquez, a colonist in the party of Juan
Bautista Anza who founded the presidio of San Francisco in 1776.
His grandfather, Jose Tiburcio Vasquez, for whom he was named,
had been the first Alcalde of San Jose.
Tiburcio Vasquez was very proud of his heritage and of his
home state. For this reason he was truly concerned about the developing problems in his state.
The Bear Flag Revolt in June of 1846 and the presence of John
C. Fremont and his troops patrolling the state caused many Spanish
speaking citizens to wonder what was happening. Captain Fremont
had not made himself very popular by letting the word out that
thousands of American s·ettlers from the United States were heading
west. In fact, General Jose Castro had issued an order to Captain
Fremont to leave the state, but Fremont fortified hims.e lf on top
of Gabilan Peak in San Benito County, (now a state park called
Fremont Peak) about eleven miles east of San Juan Bautista and
waited for an attack by Castro's forces. The attack never came so
Fremont led his troop of 68 men out of the Gabilan Range and
headed north.
On July 9, 1846 Fremont received word that the United States
had been at war with Mexico since May and that Commodore John
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D. Sloat had seized and occupied Monterey. General Stephen W.
Kearney was on his way to San Diego with his troops and from
there would head north. Fremont was instructed to organize an
army and head south thereby taking over all of California.
These developments angered the local citizens but there was not
much they could do; they had no army nor the arms and ammunition to wage a full scale war of resistence. A few men tried to resist, such as Jose Maria Flores of Los Angeles. He put up a good
fight until he realized that the odds were greatly against him, so
he led his troops back to Mexico rather than be taken prisoner by
the Amercians. Flores thought he might re-assemble a large army
in Mexico and return to reclaim California, but he was never heard
from again.
The "Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo," signed at Guadalupe Hildalgo on February 2, 1848, formally ended the Mexican-American
War. Under the agreement of the Treaty, the United States was to
have possession of California, Arizona and New Mexico for the
price of $15,000,000.
The Treaty was soon followed by the discovery of gold in 1848.
This discovery by James W. Marshall started a large migration of
Anglo-Saxons from the East and from as far away as Europe. This
sudden influx of foreigners to California created a real problem for
the Spanish-speaking Californians. They were considered a conquered people and were therefore mistreated and many chea.t ed
out of the land.
By 1850, when California became the 31st state in the Union,
Tiburcio Vasquez had developed a deep hatred for Americans. The
passes made by American sailors toward his older sisters infuriated
him even more. Tiburcio would jump at them and shout in Spanish
that they had done enough by taking their land and pride and that
now they wanted their women too. Since the sailors could not
understand a word of Spanish, they would thrust him aside and
walk off laughing.
One night in 1852, Tiburcio attended a dance in Monterey with
his good friend Anastacio Garcia. Anastacio was seven or eight
years older and was married to Tiburcio's cousin Guadalupe
Gomez. While at the dance a young senorita by the name of
Antonia Romero, a beautiful slender girl, began to dance the La
Son. It was customary for the men to try and cast their hats onto
the girl's head while she danced by them. The young girl coquestishly allowed a young American sailor, attending the dance,
to place his hat on her head. This act greatly excited Anastacio,
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Tiburcio and many of the other Californios; they all made a dash
for the American sailor. During the brawl, the Constable arrived
and tried to end the fight, but somehow all the lights went out and
when they were turned back on the constable was found dead
from knife wounds. Tiburcio and Anastacio were missing so it was
assumed they they were the guilty murderers. A vigilance com. mittee was organized to restore law and order; they began by
hanging Jose Niguera who was also present at the dance.
Vasquez and Garcia hid in the caves of the Gabilan Range near .
San Juan Bautista. While hidng there they decided to live by their
guns and show the "Gringos" that their spirit could not be conquered!
After two weeks of hiding both men returned to Monterey.
Tiburcio bid farewell to his mother and told her he was moving
to San Juan Bautista to work. Anastacio Garcia also said goodby
to his wife and said he would return when it was safe. Meanwhile,
the Vigilantes in Monterey had posted a reward for Garcia for the
murder of Constable Hardmount. The two bandidos left for the
Sausilito Valley in the Panoche Mountains east of Hollister in San
Benito County.
In those days the shortest route between San Francisco and Los
Angeles was through San Juan Bautista, over the Gabilan Mountains and on south by King City. This heavily travelled road provided the bandits with many stage coaches and travelers to rob.
They, of course, would only rob the Americans, allowing the
Spanish speaking Californians to pass unharmed. Since many of
the Mexicans disliked the Americans, the bandits could usually
depend upon them for food and a place to hide.
Vasquez and Garcia did not limit their robbing to one area, they
traveled extensively throughout San Jose, Sonoma, Alameda and
Kern Counties robbing and living off the fat of the land. They
roamed as far south as Los Angeles and it was here that Garcia
was captured. He was later hanged in Monterey for the death of
Constable Hardmount.
In 1857 Vasquez was joined by another well known bandit,
Juan Soto. This man was a ruthless cut-throat who was wanted by
virtually every sheriff in Northern California. Together they rusded
some cattle in Los Angeles County but Vasquez was caught and
sentenced to five years in the state prison. Tiburcio Vasquez
escaped twice from the prison before he finally completed his
sentence in 1863. He returned to Monterey with a clean record
but the Vigilantes and sheriff followed him everywhere. Anytime
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a crime was committed Vasquez was immediately found and
thoroughly questioned.
Vasquez moved to San Juan Bautista where he found a job as a
vaquero at one of the ranchos. However the people in San Juan
Bautista were not any different than anywhere else, they believed
that, once a thief, always a thief. "Old residents of San Juan
Bautista, who lived at that time in the town, stated that Vasquez
was suspected of every crime committed between Gilroy and Los
Angeles."' So, Vasquez decided to go back to his old ways, since
he was accused of everything he felt he might just as well live up
to his reputation.
In the fall of 1866, Triburcio Vasquez and his new partner Thomas
Rodundo Procopio, were convicted of stealing horses in Sonoma
County. Once again Vasquez returned to prison for a term of five
years. Upon their release in 1871, both men decided to return to
San Benito County. A number of robberies around and about
Gilroy, San Juan Bautista and Hollister led up to the famous robbery in Tres Pinos.
The author had an opportunity to interview several persons in
San Benito County and Santa Barbara whose relatives personall;·
came in contact with the famous bandido. One such person was
George Frusetta, who related the following story about his knowledge of Tiburcio Vasquez. "Vasquez was a great visitor to the New
Idria Mines, which are located on the south-eastern end of San
Benito County between the Diablo and Panache Mountain Ranges.
Here, quick silver was mined, and you were sure to find Vasquez
there once a month on payday to gamble with the miners." Vasquez
was always welcomed by the superintendent J. W. Maxwell, who
was then in charge. "Like other residents of the area, Maxwell had
to protect the outlaws in order to protect himsel£." 8
The following is what I ( Frusetta) know in regards to the
Tres Pinos (Paicines) holdup. Tiburcio Vasquez and his men
thought there would be gold on the incoming stagecoach. Vasquez
and his men arrived in the afternoon and hid across from the store,
which was owned by a man named Andrew Snyder. They waited
until evening and when the stagecoach arrived, they attempted
to hold it up."
"As far as I know, Vasquez himself did not want to kill anyone." It was usually his policy to take the money and then let the
people go. However, "there was a Portuguese man in the group

who did not understand English. When he saw what was happening, he began to run toward the stable. Vasquez called to the man
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Thomas Rodundo Procopio,
close friend and accomplice of Tiburcio Vasquez.
but he kept on moving, so one of Vasquez's men shot and killed
him." Leander Davidson, owner of the hotel and George Redford a
deaf teamster, were also shot and killed. The bandits then made off
with their loot, but not before all of the horses in the stable were
run off so that no one would be able to follow them.
John Utzerath, the clerk at the time of the robbery, walked to
the McPhail ranch located a few miles east of the store to borrow a horse from John McPhail. He then rode most of the night
until he reached Hollister to spread the news of the tragedy.
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It took two days to muster a posse to go after Vasquez. By then
it was too late; the outlaws split up as soon as they had divided
their booty.
Mr. Frusetta recalled another stagecoach robbery attempt by
Vasquez. "We stopped the stagecoach on its way from Tres Pinos
to San Benito in the Pinnacles. He did not use anything to tie the
passengers or drivers, however he did slip barley sacks over their
heads. One passenger whom we knew very well, John Nesson, was
afraid to take the sack off for two whole days! Vasquez received
about seven dollars from this particular hold-up."
"As far as I know Vasquez was not a mean man. He saved many
lives which his partners wanted to kill. On one occasion his men
were getting ready to kill a man they had robbed when Vasquez
intervened and ordered them to 'let him live.'"
The author also interviewed Mrs. Alta Mercy Trowbridge a
descendent of the Joseph Mercy family of "Little Panoche.'' The
family lived on the same ranch for more than 75 years. During
the time that her father, John Mercy, was a young man his father
supplied all of the butchered meat from his ranch to the New
Idria Mines.
On one particular day her father was delivering meat to the
mines, and on his way home a man jumped out of the bushes
from the side of the road and grabbed the horses by the bridal.
The intruder knew that John Mercy had money since he had just
delivered a huge amount of meat. The money was demanded and
immediately given.
The stranger now said, "you may go on, I know where you live
and I'll see you later.'' The next morning Tiburcio Vasquez, the
stranger who had robbed Mercy, rode into the ranch and demanded a breakfast of biscuits, eggs, meat and something hot to
drink. Mrs. Trowbridge's grandmother prepared this breakfast;
when Vasquez had finished eating he placed a $20 gold piece on
the table. "My mother described Vasquez as a very courteous and
refined gentleman."
When Vasquez left the breakfast table he again saw John Mercy
and pointed to his horse in the corral. He said, "I want your horse,
I need him.'' Mercy replied, "I can't sell my hocrse!" This did not
matter to Vasquez, he took the horse and promised to return it by
the following morning. True to his word the next day the animal

was found in the barn.
A few days later the Mercys heard of a robbery in Firebaugh, a
small town in the San Joaquin Valley.
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In 1874, Tiburcio Vasquez was captured for the last time near
the Tejon Pass south of Bakersfield in what is now known as Los
Angeles. He was brought back to San Jose to be tried for the three
killings which had occurred in Tres Pinos one year prior to his
arrest.
Roy McPhail's story is an interesting one as it tells how Vasquez
really condemed himself. The story also points out that in the
same situation today Vasquez may not have been found guilty
simply on a legal technicality.
Roy McPhail begins, "The road junctions at Paicines, one going
on South to the Pinnacles where Vasquez made his camping
grounds and the other on over to New Idria Mines. On the occasion of the shooting and robbery in Tres Pinos my grandfather,
Dan McPhail, was working at the Snyder Store at the junction.
At that time the road was not laid out as it is today; it was a few
hundred yards east of where it is now. This used to be known as
Tres Pinos. When the road was changed and new buildings went
up it was renamed Paicines. The store was at that location and
has since been moved to where it is at the present time. Grandfather McPhail had been working there and about five o'clock at
night he started out to the family ranch which was located down
the road, east, toward the New Idria Mines. He had only gone
about a mile out of town when a band of horsemen came toward
him. Ten or twelve men rode up abreast of McPhail and stopped.
One of them, presumably Vasquez asked, "Que bora es?" McPhail
pulled his silver watch from his vest pocket and answered that it
was a few minutes after five. One of the members of the group
made a motion of taking the watch but Vasquez stopped him. The
men continued on their way, heading west toward Paicines. They
did not harm Dan McPhail in any way or rob him." It has been
stated in a number of articles and books that McPhail heard several
shots from town while he was riding east to his ranch. According
to Roy McPhail, his grandson, his grandfather did not hear any
shots. It would have been almost impossible for him to hear anything since he was riding east and the group of bandits rode west.
Dan McPhail would have been two miles or more away and there
was a slight wind blowing from the east.
At the tTial McPhail was subpoened as a witness. According to
his grandson he testified in the absence of Tiburcio Vasquesz. Today this sort of testimony would not hold, as the defendent and
at.torney must be present. By laws were quite a bit different in
1875 than they are today.
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New I dria Mines
Dan McPhail was asked on cross examination if he would
recognize Vasquez if he saw him again. His reply was "yes." The
trial was recessed; late in the afternoon it reconvened in the courtyard. The yard was filled with persons of Mexican descent who
were unclean and unshaven and who more or less resembled
Tiburcio Vasquez. At five o'clock when lighting conditions were
similar to the time of the incident, Dan McPhail was led into the
courtyard and requested to single out Vasquez. When he did just
that, Vasquez said, "Hello Dan, do you still have your watch?"
Vasquez was not aware of the significance of this identification by
Dan McPhail and therefore in reality he condemed himself.
Tiburcio had previously stated that he had not been anywhere the
Tres Pinos area when the crimes occured. Actually no one in town
had been able to give a positive identification of the person who
had done the shooting. Vasquez insisted that the holdup had been
staged by former members of his gang and had been led by Abdon
Leiva, who had turned in the state's evidence against Vasquez. It
is believed that Abdon Leiva turned against the famous cohort as
a revenge for Vasquez's romantic interests in his wife.
After Vasquez was convicted and hanged, Dan McPhail returned
to Tres Pinos and his chores, part of which was delivering supplies
to the New Idria Mines. On numerous occasions two or three
vaqueros stopped him to ask if he was the Dan McPhail who
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Abdon Leiva
testified against Vasquez. McPhail, thinking he was signing his
death warrant would answer "yes," but nothing ever happened.
The vaqueros might hold a little conference to talk it over, but by
this time McPhail had put the whip to his horse or the men would
simply decide to ignore the matter.
As previously stated the purpose of this paper was to provide the
reader with some historical folklore . The author hopes he has accomplished just that. All of the stories are as accurate as possible,
considering that they have been passed from one generation to the
next by word of mouth.
The author found that those persons involved with Vasquez
might not condone his actions but still found him to be likeable and
sometimes kind man.
The records of the San Jose Jail have the following inscription
opposite the photograph of Tiburcio Vasquez .... ."Convicted of
murder and hung on the 19th day of March, 1875. He deserves
credit for the manner in which he met death." 9
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I

San Benito County lies in the central coast area of California, 90 miles
south of San Francisco and 25 miles inland from Monterey Bay. It was
formerly a part of Monterey County, but was later separated around 1874.

2

Tres Pinos is now known as Paicines. Snyder's Store, no longer there,
stood at the junction of the Pinnacles Road and the Hollister-New Idria
Road. This spot used to be called Tres Pinos, but when the railroad was
built out from Hollister to a point north of the original Tres Pinos, a
town grew up there also known as Tres Pinos. The older settlement,
where Vasquez made his robbery, came to be called Paicines.

3

Regidor -

4

Varas - a Spanish-American measure of length corresponding to the
English yard. In California, as the equivalent of thirty-three English
inches.

5

Milpas

·6

an alderman.

Indian corn field.

Dominga Cervantes Hoffer, Tiburcio Vasquez, Bandit, Historic Memories Press, Puyallup, Washington, 1961; page 4.

7

Ibid.

8

M. F . Hoyle, Crimes and Career of Triburcio Vasquez, Evening Freelance, Hollister, California, 1927; page 24.

9

Gominga Cervantes Hoffer, Tiburcio Vasquez, Bandit, Historic Memories Press, Puyallup, Washington, 1961; page 80.

It is hoped that from this historical folklore the reader will come
to have a better understanding and insight into the personality and
legend of Tiburcio Vasquez.

Ruben Lopez grew up in San Juan Bautista and spent many summer days
exploring the surrounding hills and caves where Tiburcio Vasquez once
roamed. Early childhood memories and encouragement by Dr. Dewey
Chambers, Professor of Education at the University of the Pacific and a
descendant of early Californianos whose family actually knew Vasquez,
prompted Mr. Lopez to make this study.

Mr. Lopez graduated from U.O.P. and majored in physical education. He
is currently director of a research grant in education for the Government
at U.O.P.
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HowARD WEAMER

Now dominating the north wall of the Stuart Library at the
University of the Pacific is Charles Dorman Robinson's 1908 landscape painting "Hetch Hetchy-Cherry Creek," loaned for display
by Ruth Wilson Carmean, Carol Wilson Haydt, Daniel W. Wilson
and Ronald S. Wilson.
Relatively little is known about Robinson's long career ( 18471933). He wrote a few articles and appears in an occasional newspaper notice. Had he not accompanied John Muir to illustrate an
article for the Century and continued a short but intense correspondence wtih the Century's associate editor, Robert Underwood
Johnson, we would have little from Robinson's own hand but
his paintings, and even many of these were destroyed in the 1906
earthquake and fire and again in a house fire in 1921.
As regards his landscape style, none of the half-dozen painters
Robinson studied with for short periods was noticeably influential.
He painted in the pJ.ein-airist style, which emphasized the objective conditions of landscape structure and atmosphere as the
dominant details in the painting. "Now young man," Robinson was
quoted as advising, "the best thing you can do is to forget all you
have learned and just paint what you see and feel." Introduced by
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J. M. Hutchings to Yosemite Valley in 1880, he st,a yed until the
snow fell for the next ten years, and summered in the Sierra for
fourteen more, and was thus particularly well equipped by close
acquaintance to paint what he saw and felt. Robinson found that
a form of realism satisfied his dramatic instincts and was marketable as well when the subject was as naturally dramatic and extravagant as Yosemite and its surroundings. He was enough
esteemed by fellow artists to be elected president of the Palette
Club, a group of rebels who disliked the social elitism of the San
Francisco Art Association. He was called the "Dean of Pacific
Coast Artists" and a letter to Johnson indicates his paintings could
command around $1000 each.
Near the end of the '80's he was, or so he claimed, forced out of
Yosemite by the State Commission and thus began his most revealing correspondence as he documented for Robert Underwood
Johnson his successful attempt to have the Commissioners investigated and Yosemite federalized. He is supposed to have said,
"it takes a crank to move the world, and I would rather be a crank
than a non-entity." This self-characterization is borne out, with a
strong measure of intense suspicion thrown in. Robinson distrusted
nearly everyone at one time or another- not just the Commissioners,
who certainly deserved it, but the Sier:ra Club and its officers; not
only the Washburn Stage Line and the "Wawona Ring" but his
old friends Galen Clark and J. M. Hutchings. All become somehow
tarnished by the power of the Southern Pacific Railroad, right up
to Governor Mar}Qham. Throughout this correspondence, however,
Robinson's inside knowledge of Yosemite is as surprising as his
suspicions and his documentation, when it exists, is precise.
Johnson, on the New York end of these hot and lengthy letters,
had been warned by both Muir and Hutchings that Robinson was
an extremis-t, but, Muir added, extreme in the right directions and
a useful ally.
Robinson's cran}Qiness is revealed in the account of a third party
who accidentally ran into the Muir-Robinson camp in Kings
Canyon:
The camp was
camp when we
visit awhile and
Robinson would

the dirtiest
first came.
apologized
not climb

I have ever visited. Robinson
John Muir was very friendly,
for the looks of the camp .
to the spots where he could

was not in
asked us to
. . He said
get the real

beauty and grandeur of the canyon-he said that he could get all he
wanted from the comfortable floor of the valley. He would not help
with
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packing

and

cooking,

would

not

gather

wood

and

would

not

even wash dishes, so if Robinson could stand it he could too and the
dogs could lick the dishes clean for him.

In a letter to Johnson, Robinson explains that he climbed 2500
verticle feet with Muir, under continual protest, to the saddle of
the Grand Sentinel "but the view obtained was awful in its transcendent sublimity. I never saw anything to equal it," he continues,
"but the view from Old Inspiration Point in Yosemite ... and that
for savage grandeur and high mountain ruggedness is tame in
comparison- ! shall paint this for Washington next winter and if
it does not influence Congress favorably, nothing I can do wilL"
As it developed, Muir thought Robinson's paintings too exaggerated for his own photographic realism; Robinson had exaggerated
heights and given some features of the Tehipite Valley ridiculous
names like "The White Woman." Robinson expected Muir's article
in the Century would boom the Kings River area so bought land
with the hope of striking it rich in the tourist rush, which he had
witnessed in Yosemite. While the vignettes one gets of Robinson
from the few sources available are not completely charming, his
eccentricities seem to have been tolerated by his contemporaries.
Though Robinson was no stranger to "transcendent sublimities"
or "savage grandeur," that mingling of terror and love called the
sublime which 19th century Americans described in the presence
of wild nature, it is not from a sublime perspective that Robinson
chose to paint his 1908 "Retch Hetchy-Cherry Creek." Robinson
might have chosen a view looking down into the valley, as he had
for his Yosemite Cyclorama, to gain "the sense of awfulness, of
superlative immensity," or a view from part way up the wall as
he had in his over-dramatized frontispiece for Hutchings' In the
Heart of the Sierras. But Robinson's interpretation of Retch
Hetchy is in line with that favored by Muir and the Sierra Club.
"Though of such stupendous depth," Muir wro1:e, "these canons
are not raw, gloomy, jagged-walled gorges, savage and inaccessible. With
rough passages here and there, they are mostly smooth, open pathways conducting to the fountains of the summit; mountain streets full of life and
light, graded and sculptured by the ancient glaciers . . . like landscape
gardens.

In Robinson's painting, we are on the valley floor, completely
enclosed by ridges. The picture space is full; fore, middle and
background grade into one another to create the illusion of distance
in the painting, an illusion achieved by the progressive loss of detail
and color as the atmosphere intervenes. The eye is led smoothly in
an S-curve by the valley bottom and canyon walls from fore to
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background; there are no mountain vastnesses, no unbounded
space, the eye is. safely contained within the confines of the valley.
Robinson fills Retch Hetohy with light- the shadows are not
menacing blackness but retain detail from the reflected glow of
warm granite, colored, ·One early commentator suggested, more
realistically than Keith. While Robinson exaggerates the mountain
mass on the right slightly to balance Kolana on the left, and widens
the valley slightly, there is no accompanying dramatic bombast;
the scene itself establishes the compositional elements, coloring
and light.
Anything we say about the motives for the painting is admittedly
speculation. Nothing is known of Robinson's life a:r·ound 1908 and
little about his art, because of his misfortunes with fire. We do
know that from 1908-1910 the Sierra Club, of which Robinson was
a charter member, was campaigning to save Hetoh Hetchy from
water-starved San Francisco, and published many photographs
of the valley in their Bulletin. Robinson is known to have copied
photos early in his career, and after the loss of his paintings in the
fir.e he may have returned to the practice. He likewise returned to
old themes after both fires and this may explain the painting's tide.
In the 1880's, the date of his only other surviving Retch Hetchy
scene; he knew the area well, having resided in nearby Yosmite for
a decade. Yet in 1908 he titled his painting "Retch Hetchy-Cherry
Creek," although Cherry Creek does not flow into the Retch
Hetchy Valley at aU, but is miles to the northwest.
Robinson, like conservationists before and since, was aware of
the power of visual images to inform, arouse, or convince the
public regarding areas that numerically few had seen or would
see. During the Yosemite fight Robinson suggested to Johnson that
Congress be given a lantern slide show of Yosemite, Retch Hetchy
and the Kings River Canyon and, as noted earlier, intended to .t ry
to influence Congress with a Kings River painting. J.t is at least
possible, .t hen, that Robinson's 1908 "Retch Hetchy-Cherry Creek"
was inspired ·b y the political controversy over the most appropriate
use for the valley, not by an actual visit. Since the dam was built,
flooding the meadow in the painting with water where Robinson
saw light, the painting conveys an even greater sense of loss than
in Kent Seavey's evaluation of Robinson's importance : "His contribution to California art," Seavey wrote, "is a visual record of
California's beauty drawn with great sensitivity and sincere affection and understanding for his subject matter."
Photograph courtesy of Ronald Limbaugh.
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Anson Burlingame [center], six of his Chinese assistants and
two unknown Americans. Picture taken probably in San Francisco
in 1868. Original in the library of San Francisco Theological Seminary

ANSON BURliNGAME,
China's First U.S. Ambassador
CLIFFORD

M.

DRURY

In one of the storerooms of the library of San Francisco Theological Seminary at San Anselmo is a framed picture, which measures
about 24 x 30 inches, with the following notation on the back:
"This picture taken in 1867 shows Hon. Anson Burlingame
(center) a year after purchasing the land where the city that
bears his name is now located. Burlingame was named U.S. Ambassador to China by Lincoln in 1861 and was liked so well the
Chinese government asked him to be its ambassador to the U.S.
when his term expired. About this time, he visited San Francisco
and bought 1,000 acres under persuasion of Billy Ralston, develop35

er, who promised to name the city after him. The picture showing
Burlingame as head of the Chinese embassy with his assistants
and secretaries, is the property of the San Francisco Theological
Seminary."
The picture once belonged to the Rev. William Speer who , in
1852, founded a mission for the Chinese in San Francisco under
auspices of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions. Speer had
served as a missionary in Canton from 1846 to 1850 and spoke the
Cantonese dialect. Since virtually all, if not all, the Chinese immigrants to California came from Canton and vicinity, Speer was admirably qualified for his work in San Francisco. In order to help
bridge the gap between the Chinese and the white people in California, some of whom had strong anti-Chinese feelings, Speer began the publication of a weekly four-page newspaper on January 4,
1855, called The Oriental or Tung-N gai San Luk. This appeared
half in Chinese characters and half in English. The periodical,
which was the second Chinese paper to be published in the United
States, continued for about two years. The only complete file is in
the library of the Seminary at San Anselmo. Since Speer was majoring on creating goodwill and understanding between the Chinese and the Americans, he no doubt gave a warm welcome to
Anson Burlingame who was devoted to the same objectives when
the Burlingame party arrived in San Francisco in 1868. This explains how Speer happened to have this picture which he gave,
along with his library, to the San Francisco Theological Seminary.
Anson Burlingame was born on November 14, 1820, at Berlin,
New York; he moved with his family first to Ohio in 1823 and
then to Michigan in 1833. He was graduated from the University
of Michigan in 1841 and from Harvard Law School in 1846. After
settling in Massachusetts, Burlingame entered poHtics and served
·his state in the local legislature and then as a member of the
House of Representatives in Washington from 1855-61. He is reported to have been the founder of the Republican party in Massachusetts.
Defeated for reelection to Congress in November 1860, Burlingame accepted an appointment from Lincoln as Minister to Vienna but for some reason, the Austrian Government found him
unacceptable. President Lincoln then appointed him to represent
the United States at the Imperial Court of China. Burlingame arrived in China during the height of the great Taiping Rebellion
( 1850-1865) which ravaged the mid- and southern provinces of
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that land. The rebels captured Nanking in 1853 and made it their
capital. The \Vestern powers lent their support to the Manchu
dynasty and under Chinese Gordon, a British soldier, Nanking
was recaptured in 1864.
Burlingame, with great idealism, became the leader of the diplomatic corps in Pekin in advocating a policy of cooperation among
the western powers and China. His advocacy of tolerance, equal
rights, and sympathy for the Chinese people so impressed the Chinese Government that it in 1867 appointed him to be in charge
of its foreign relations. Burlingame then resigned his post as U. S.
Minister to China and gave full time to his new appointment.
In February 1868, Burlingame, with two Chinese colleagues and
a suite of thirty secretaries and assistants, began a tour of western
capitals beginning with the United States. He made a triumphal
journey across the United States, and on every possible occasion,
he pled for equal treatment of the Chinese. He was a brilliant
orator and stressed China's receptivity to western influence. In
Washington, Burlingame negotiated the "Burlingame Treaty" with
the U .S. State Department. This supplemented an earlier treaty
of 1858 and put on record that which became the traditional American policy of respect for China's territorial integrity.
After completing his work in the United States, Burlingame and
his suite travelled on to London where again he advocated a respect for China's rights in the family of nations. Burlingame was
not as successful in Europe as he had been in the United States.
He died of pneumonia in St. Petersburg (now Leningrad), Russia,
on February 13, 1870. He was a diplomat far in advance of his
generation. He is to be remembered especially for the Treaty concluded with the United States on July 28, 1868, which recognized
China as a sovereign nation by the principles of international law.
This was the first such recognition ever given by a foreign power
to China.
When Congress passed a Chinese Exclusion Act about 1881,
President Arthur vetoed it saying that it violated the Burlingame
Treaty of 1868. Congress was unable to pass the law over the
Presidential veto.
As a living memorial to Anson Burlingame, the city by that
name in San Mateo County is located on land that Burlingame
purchased in 1866. Following the earthquake and fire which devastated San Francisco in 1906, hundreds settled in Burlingame,
which was incorporated in 1908.
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This photograph shows Mr. John Law, architect, John T. Law
Associates, and Robert V. Brown, Councilman, and former Mayor
of The Town of Portola Valley unpacking the plaque in front of
the Town Hall office.
Photo - Cou rtesy of The Country Al manac

Milestones In California History
IRMA GARDEN

May 24, 1969 was a red letter day in the life of the Town of
Portola Valley, California. At approximately 2 :00 P.M. at the
southwest oorner of Alpine Road and Arastradero Road, on the
site of the property of the Alpine Inn, State Historical Landmark
No. 825 was dedicated.
Colorful activities marked the dedication of this monument.
Tom Ford and his Model "T's", decked out in their stiff straw

hats, bow ties and arm bands, contributed to the gaiety of the
occasion with their Dixieland music. Boy Scout Troop No. 234
presented the colors, followed by the singing of the National An-
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them. On hand were the members of the Town's Parks and Recreation Committee who handled the arrangements for the dedication. Dressed in distinctive Western garb, they busied themselves with last minute details, and making sure that the invited
guests (among who were former owners of the Alpine Inn) were
properly seated. Other invited guests included members of the
Landmarks Commission and the San Mateo County Historical
Association, as well as townspeople, and visiting dignitaries from
both public and private life. On the peripheral area of the grounds
a large group of Stanford students gathered to witness the celebration and dedication. For decades, these students, or others like
them, came to the Alpine Inn as one of their "in" places to visit
and "do their thing".
Former Mayor Robert V. Brown, Chairman of the dedication
ceremonies, introduced Mayor Samuel Halsted who welcomed the
crowd. The bronze plaque, installed on a boulder of native rock
and donated to the Town of Portola Valley by the Portola Valley
School District from the Corte Madera School site was presented
to the Town by R. Coke Wood, Chairman of the California Historical Landmarks Advisory Commiss-ion. Mrs. David Regnory
gave a short history of the Alpine Inn. The monument will maintain its lonely vigil for posterity, proclaiming to the world the
early historical events that took place on this spot.
The inscription on the plaque reads:
CASA DE TABLETA
THIS STRUCTURE, BUILT BY FELIX BUELNA IN THE
1850's, SERVED AS A GAMBLING RETREAT AND MEETING
PLACE FOR MEXICAN-CALIFORNIOS. IT WAS STRATEGICALLY LOCATED ON THE EARLIEST TRAIL USED BOTH
BY RANCHEROS AND AMERICAN SETTLERS CROSSING
THE PENINSULA TO THE COAST AND SERVED THIS REMOTE AREA. ACQUIRED BY AN AMERICAN IN 1868, IT
HAS CONTINUED TO SERVE UNDER VARIOUS NAMES
AS A ROADHOUSE AND SALOON.
CALIFORNIA REGISTERED HISTORICAL LANDMARK NO.
825.
PLAQUE PLACED BY THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF PARKS
AND RECREATION IN COOPERATION WITH THE TOWN
OF PORTOLA VALLEY, MAY 24, 1969.
Strategically located on Arastradero Road- which means 'road for
dragging logs'- and believed to be the earliest major trail connecting the Bay and Costal areas, this site was used as a rendezvous
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and hideaway for Spanish-speaking Californians who were being
harassed by Americans during the war with Mexico in 1846-48.
Opened in the 1830's as a short cut to San Jose, Arastradero Road
was used to haul logs for Santa Clara Mission as well as for construction work in San Jose. It was Antonio Buelna, cousin of Felix
Buelna who took the first wagon train over the "first wagon road"
between the Bay and the Coast crossing the mountain ridge, so that
this road served as a major communications route.
It is also believed that the business conducted in this structure
is the oldest continuously operated business of its kind in Alta
California. Starting with Felix Buelna, who built it in the 1850's,
it was used by him and other colorful owners in succeeding years
as a gambling place, a meeting place, a resting place and a hotel.
Even gold miners stopped to buy produce, which was probably
grown at "The Italian Vegetable Garden Road" located on the flat
at the foot of Coal Mine Ridge.
This dedication, like all accomplished feats, was the culmination
of a task brought to fruition by the work and interest of many devoted people, both in public and private life. It is safe to wager
that in the first instance, it was an interested, perceptive person
aware of the local history and its historical significance and importance who first interested others in the need for the preservation
of this segment of early Americana for future generations.
In this connection, much of the credit for establishing the right
for historical monument no. 825 goes to Mrs. David C. Regnery,
a member of the Board of Directors of the San Mateo County
Historical Association, and to the Town Council of the Town of
Portola Valley, and particularly Councilman Robert V. Brown and
former Mayor of Portola Valley.
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Historical sites serve as capsule descriptions of recorded history
and illustrate a vital chapter in America's heritage. Rich in documented treasures of its history, California is preserved for posterity
by historians, archaeologists, conservationists, and people of good
will, so that future generations can better understand and appreciate what America is. They reveal how brave men and women
progressed and fought against almost insurmountable odds to make
America grow, and to perpetuate the American way of life. They
are part of the drama and romance of America, and the very
tangible evidence of the contributions made early settlers, and
those who followed to make up the melting pot of America.
Geographers say that "cities grow where there is an interruption
in traffic" and "primitive roadhouses appeared wherever there was
a crossroads or a stream to ford, and thereafter they themselves interrupted traffic by causing the passersby to stop for a drink. Most
of them were more than saloons, however. Some were farm houses
that entertained travelers on the side. They often carried general
merchandise of a limited variety, and many called themselves
hotels. This meant that you could eat as well as drink, and you
were welcome to stay overnight if you carried your own blankets
and didn't mind sleeping in a hay stack or under a tree."
Early settlers traveling along the trails and roads put up for the
night at these stopping places, and so it was natural that as more
and more people and wagon trains moved along, drinking places,
roadhouses, and "hotels" would spring up. And, more often than
not, drinking stops caused a town to spring up and flourish. Around
this, they served their purpose well for they, in turn, attracted other
businesses.
As an example, in the early 1850's, travel between San Francisco
and San Jose was done by either stagecoaches or horseback over a
dusty trail known now as El Camino Real. This nine hour trip cost
$32.00 or two ounces of gold dust. No fewer than twelve or fourteen such drinking places or roadhouses were doing business between San Francisco and San Jose in these early. years. To note a
few of them: The first one from San Francisco, after passing the
village of Mission Dolores was Abbey House in Daly City, located
"in the forks of the road that is now Mission Street and San Jose
Avenue", still in use in 1906 when earthquake refugees moved in.
The second roadhouse called "Twelve Mile House" founded in
South San Francisco, and "Seventeen Mile House" located in Millbrae came next. San Mateo had "Half-Way House" also called
"San Mateo House," and "Angelo's Place" or "Flashner's" later be-
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came Belmont. "American House" in Redwood City, the first
Peninsula Hotel there provided a bunk to sleep in. Also in Redwood City at "Five Points" was the "Pulgas House" whose name
was no credit to its business, and further down the trail was the
"Menlo House."
In Palo Alto, the first business established there was the James
Osterman Tavern. Opened in 1853 and known to travelers as
"Uncle Jim's Cabin", it enjoyed a wide reputation and travelers
often "pushed their almost exhausted horses so that the hearty
welcome of host and hostess might be obtained and comfortable
rest enjoyed." Two years later, this tavern housed a post office
along with the rest of his business, and Mr. Osterman served as
the postmaster. Digressing a moment here, "The old records of the
Post Office show that the mail was carried by stagecoach between
San Francisco and San Jose, but so primitive was the service rthat
one bag containing the letters would be made up at the forwarding ofifice for the whole district, and wherever there was a post
office established, there would be this bag opened, the letters for
the locality taken out, the bag resealed and handed back to the
driver."
The Mountain View Hotel in Mountain View was another stop,
this one operated by W. A. Elliott, and in Santa Clara was the
famous "Fremont House" owned by Jacob W . Harlan.
San Jose boasted two "hotels". The first-"The Half Moon"

This photograph
shows R. Coke Wood,
Chairman, California
Historical Landmarks
Advisory Committee,
unveiling the plaque
following his
presentation speech.
Photo - Courtesy of
The Country Almanac
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owned by Zachariah called "Buffalo" Jones, opened in 1846 and
the second, opened by Charles Weber, was located on the S. E.
corner of what later came to be Santa Clara and Lightstone Street
included a trading store, a saloon and gambling place.
Not surprising then that well-traveled trails like Arastradero
Road and Alpine Road would attraot business places like the Alpine Inn, whose former names were : "Chapete's Place", "The
Wunder", and "Schenkel's Picnic Park", among others. It drew other
businesses such as sawmills, logging operations, and later general
merchandise stores, schools and churches.
Driving along these two roads today, well-paved, well-marked
roads, it is difficult to think that not too long ago, these roads
were mere trails or foot paths along which weary Spanish, Mexican,
Portugese, Italians and Americans drove their ox teams and their
carretas, fearful of an encounter with a grizzly bear, or perhaps
met Costaiio Indians (Coast people-so called by the Spaniards)
on their way from the Bay to their favorite shellfishing place at
Aiio Nuevo Point. (New Year's Point). To these travelers, finding
an Inn like the Alpine Inn proved an oasis in the desert, a place
to rest and refresh themselves before continuing on their way.
Today, the Alpine Inn bristles with activity with parking space
at a premium. It dispenses its famous hamburgers and large pitchers of cold draft beer, and in good weather, when the premises are
full to overflowing, many people enjoy their food and drink in the
pleasant surrounding of the picnic areas where tables are set out
under the shade of tall eucalyptus trees. This is especially true
during the lunch hour when personnel from nearby electronics
plants go there to relax for a little while and to get away from
city atmosphere and work-a-day pressures. Early evening and late
at night, cars come and go, its popularity ever on the increase.
Plans are under way to restore the exterior as closely as possible
to its original appearance in the 1850's, as well as give the interior
a face lifting.
Since 1891, Stanford students have flocked in droves year after
year to the Alpine Inn for victory celebrations after Stanford football games, to rehash the exciting plays of the day. Then, as today,
Stanford students sat at the same large, heavy table drinking their
beer, carving their initials on the table top. But, it seems that the
carving days are over. There's just no more room for any initials.
The owners of the Alpine Inn plan to dismantle the table, hang it
on the wall like a picture as an impressive saJute and tribute to
Stanford students of all time.
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DR. R. CoKE WooD
As new Californians show
increasing signs of the zeal
of the convert, San Joaquin
Delta College offers a fount
of knowledge to native son
and new citizen alike. From
the area of the discovery
through the era of Ronald
Reagan - was the subject of
a series of Channel 13 telecasts during the school year.
Dr. Wood has now completed 64 half hour video tapes on California history. The program begins with the environment, natives,
and explorers and covers the latest population figures from the
1970 census. These tapes will be availa~ble for rent or lease by
schools and college from San Joaquin Delta College, Stockton c/o
Depar,t ment of Community Education.
1

The Historian's Film Committee was organized in December 1970 and
invites interested scholars and teachers to join. The group seeks to stimullate the use of film for teaching and research, to disseminate information
about film use and film production to historians and to hold periodic conferences for scholars. A newsletter will appear in the Spring of 1971. For
information, or to request the newsletter, please write:
Historian's Film Committee
c/o Dr. Martin A. Jackson

History Faculty
Newark College of Engineering
Newark, New Jersey 07102
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Significant Firsts
In San Francisco
MRS. CLAIRE

D.

SPRAGUE

FOREWORD

In preparing this paper on the Significant Firsts of San Francisco, the present writer has treated the subject chronologically
with special emphasis on the earliest years of the city's history.
The chapter headings were chosen for their merit in teaching a
social studies unit on San Francisco.
"God made the bay of San Francisco, established the soil and
climate of California and threw open the Golden Gate . . .
"Out of 'the mist came Sam Brannan, up from the mud arose
Mike Reese and Emperor Norton; James Lick appears and Mark
Twain, and Noah Brooks, while publicans and sinners came in
from the mountains and out from the east." 1
If we read some of the earliest history of San Francisco and
study the terrain of that location, we are better able to appreciate
how great has been the achievement of the sturdy San Francisco
men and women who did much to form the character of the city
and start it on a firm foundation. Frank Soule, in his Annals of San
Francisco, gives us a clear picture of San Francisco when the city
was merely a handful of people and a section of sand dunes:
"The mid-entrance to the Bay of San Francisco lies in latitude 37 degrees
48 min.utes N., and Longitude 122 degrees 30 minutes vV., from Greenwich.
This is a strait, running nearly northeast, called Chrysopaiae, or the Golden
Gate, about five miles long, and of an average breadth of one and a half
or two miles. The name Golden Gate first appears in the "Geographical
Memoir of California", and a map, published by Col. Fremont in the sprin~
of 1848. The term was descriptive, not of the literal golden regions within,
then as yet undiscovered, but merely of the rich and fertile country which
surrounded the shores of the bay, and of the wealth which the commerce of
the Pacific, passing through the strait, would certainly give to the future
great city of the place. The name was probably suggested by the Golden
Hom of Constantinople. Since the discovery of the auriferous character of
the country, the title has become of a still more happy nature; its bestower

must surely have had a prophetic soul, though he himself knew it not . . ."
Conveniently placed as nearly as possible to this gate lies the city of San
Francisco, in latitude 37 degrees 48 minutes North, and longitude 122 de-
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grees 25 minutes vV. from Greenwich. It is situated on the northeast comer
of the peninsula already mentioned, about a mile south of the eastern end
of the general entrance to the bay, and is distant about six miles from the
ocean. The situation happens to be about the most barren part of the
district; and the immediate vicinity consists chiefly of low sand-hills, covered
with coarse shrubs and scattered patches of grass. The name of the Spanish
village, which originally stood on a portion of the site of the present city was
Yerba Buena-good herb. In some maps of the country it was designated as
San Francisco; but locally it was only known by the name we have mentioned. Yerba Buena signifies also the herb mint, great quantities of which
grew about the spot, and from that circumstance no doubt the name of the
place is derived.
An island, lying in the bay about two miles east of the city likewise bears
the name of Yerba Buena, where the herb mentioned grows abundantly.
Probably this island first bore the name which later was given to the cove
lying between it and the mainland; and subsequently it was extended to the
plain and village surrounding the beach. But the name mentioned was
descriptive both of the island and the shore itself, since on both grew the
yerba buena. This herb grows through the underwood in form of a vine.
The leaves are six inches apart, each directly opposite another. It is very
fragrant, and is used to make a tea or alterative medicinal drink, though
its frequent use is said to debilitate the system. The name of so insignificant
an herb for the rising city being perhaps judged not sufficiently imposing,
1847 it was changed into San Francisco in January 1847, by an ordinance of the
then alcalde of the place, and under this last designation it has been alone
known to the world at large.
The village of Yerba Buena was situated in the small cove of that name,
which extended little more than half a mile between Clark's Point (so named
by Captain J. F. Hutton, in 1849), on the northwest, and the Rincon, or
Rincon Point, on the southeast. The first tenement was constructed in the
year 1835, by Captain W . A. Richardson, and up to the year 1846, there
might not be more than twenty or thirty houses of all descriptions in the
place. The only practicable landing spot for small boats at low tide was at
Clark's Point, where there were a few I'ocks. In the inside of the cove
where the water was shallow, there was an extensive flat of mud, laid bare
at low water. The rise and fall of ordinary tides was about eight feet. About
a quarter of a mile from the beach, the water deepened to five and six
fathoms and continued of the same or of little greater depth the whole
distance to the island of Yerba Buena opposite. This space now forms the
present harbor and center of the anchorage ground of San Francisco. As
Yerba Buena began to increase in size and importance, the beach and water
lots were seen to be of the utmost value; and measures accordingly were
taken, in 1847, and following years, to extend the village, or town as it
might now be called, over a great portion of the cove. About the same time
the present character of the place began to be formed, which subsequent
years developed into the existing grand plan of the city of San Francisco.
Rising up from Clark's Point, and between Yerba Buena Cove and the
cove farther to the northwest, now called tl1e North Beach, is the high
ground named the Telegraph Hill. West and soutl1 of tl1is hill, in a semi-
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circular direction, lie oth;r connecting high grounds, bearing the names of
Russian Hill, Fern Hill, etc. These hills are about three hundred feet high.
From the Rincon likewise rises a high ground of about from one hundred
to one hundred fifty feet in height, which runs a short distance in a westerly
direction towards the Mission Dolores. Beyond and south of the ridge
alluded to lies Mission Bay, and the low ground bordering Mission Creek.
The distance between Telegraph Hill and the last mentioned ridge, may be
about three quarters of a mile; while that between the semicircular line of
hills on the west and the advanced line of streets built much within the
limit of ebb tide in Yerba Buena cove, may be nearly the same.
Upon this limited space stands the most valuable and business portion
of San Francisco, and its most substantial and magnificent buildings. However, upon all the hills, and much of the country on every side beyond them,
the ground has been regularly laid out into building lots, lying upon long
straight streets, crossing each other at right angles; and many excellent
houses, together with a scattered multitude of an interior description, have
been erected upon them. Indeed the nominal limits of the city and the
building stances, as actually surveyed and mapped out, at this time, extend
from the west side of North Beach to the south side of Mission Creek, a
distance of nearly four miles, in a straight line; and from Rincon Point to
the Mission Church, a distance, likewise, in a direct line, of upwards of
three miles. Over all this space, some eight or nine square miles, on height
and in hollow, and upon every degree of elevated site, are spread a variety
of detached buildings, built partly of stone and brick, though principally of
wood . . . . as we have already stated, the heart and strength and wealth of
the city is contained within the little space lying between the hills on rising
grounds particularly mentioned, and the narrow water of Yerba Buena Cove.
These waters are yearly continuing to be encroached upon as the cove gets
filled up with sand and rubbish, excavated from the sandhills and the
foundations of the limits behind, and as new streets and houses, formed on
piles, are pushed further out into the bay. By these operations the old
character of the cove has been completely changed and at present, instead
of the former semicircle of beach, there is almost a straight line of buildings.
When the extension of the city towards the waters of the cove took place,
ships used as lodging houses remained where they lay, fast inbedded in mud,
while long streets, hollow beneath, and numerous solid houses arose on
every side, effectually to hem them in forever.

The mission of San Francisco, as mentioned in the first part of this work,
was founded in the year 1776. It was situated about two and a half miles to
the southwest of the Cove of Yerba Buena. Besides the mission buildings,
there were erected, at the same time, a presidio and fort, along the margin
of the Golden Gate, the former being distant from the mission about four
miles, and from the cove nearly the same space. The latter was situated about
a mile nearer the ocean than the presidio, close upon the sea-beach, and on
a rocky height and the narrowest point of the strait.
Before 1835, the village of Yerba Buena had neither name or existence.
The Mexican Government had some time before resolved to found a town
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upon the cove of that name, which was reputed the best site on the shores
of the Bay of San Francisco for establishing a port. Much discussion and
litigation involving immense pecuniary interests, have occured as to the date
and precise character of the foundation of Yerba Buena. It has long been
matter of keen dispute whether the place was what is called a Spanish or
Mexican "pueblo"; and although, after previous contrary decisions, it was
assumed not being exactly decided upon evidenced by the Supreme Court
to be a "pueblo", the subject seems to be still open to challenge . . . . In
the ,y ear 1835, General Figueroa, then govemor of the Californias, passed an
ordinance forbidding the commandant of the presidio of San Francisco to
make any grants of land around the Yerba Buena Cove nearer than two
hundred varas (about 185 yards) from the beach, without a special order
from the govemor, the excluded portion being intended to be served for
govemment uses. Before any steps could be taken for the survey and laying
out of the proposed town, General Figueroa died; and the place was
neglected for some years, and left to proceed as chance and individuals
would have it.
... Captain W. A. Richardson was appointed the first harbormaster in
the year 1835, and, the same year, he erected the first house or description
of dwelling, in the place. It was simply a large tent, supported on four
redwood posts, and covered with a ship's foresail. The captain's occupation
in those days seems to have been the management of two schooners, one
belonging to the Mission of San Francisco, and the other to the Mission of
Santa Clara. These schooners were employed in bringing produce from the
various missions and farms around the bay to the sea-going vessels which
lay in Yerba Buena Cove. The amount of freight which the captain received
was twelve cents a hide, and one dollar for each bag of tallow. The tallow
was melted down and run into hide-bags, which averaged five hundred
pounds each, for grain, the freight was twenty-five cents a fanega (two and
a half English bushels.)
Some years before this period, Yerba Buena Cove had been occasionally
approached by various ships of war and other vessels. For many years, the
Russians had continued to pay it annual visits for supplies of meat and
small quantities of grain.

COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPORTATION
Soule was not alone in writing of San Francisco. Through the
years there have been many writers who have told us about
significant firsts. In the field of Communication and Transportation San Francisco has contributed many firsts that have added
to the progress of .the city. We admit change is progress and that
progress is improvement but we still hold on to everything good
belonging to San Francisco. Our cable cars still in use today are
a good example of our present belonging to the past.
The progress of any city depends somewhat on how well the
system of communication is developed. The missionaries were an
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important link of communication with other parts of the state, and
as the years progressed, the early pioneers filled their need of
contact with the outside world by providing their own post office,
newspapers, telegraph, Pony Express and finally, airmail services.
First Post Office
Nov. 9 The establishment of the San Francisco Post Office became
1848 effective on November 9, 1848, when William Van Vorheis was
commissioned Assistant Postmaster General for California, by
President Polk. General John W. Geary, for whom Geary Street
is named, became postmaster on January 22, 1849.
The first post office was located at Stockton and Washington
Streets. The office had one room and two clerks. In 1857 it was
moved to the ground floor of the Custom House Building. In 1905
it was moved to its present location at Seventh and Mission Streets.
In the early days, mail arrived once a month. People would
often hold their place in line all night in the rain in order to
reach the window early in the morning.:!
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First Directory
This was issued in 1850 and compiled by Clades P. Kimball.
It was bound in red morocco, four by six inches and contained
139 pages.
The directory contained over 3,000 names. It listed John W .
Geary as mayor. A place of amusement was a bull fight arena
on Vallejo Street.
It announced open-air street preaching by Rev. Dr. Taylor each
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.a
Newspapers are a vital part of the growth and development of
any city. Through the years San Francisco has had her share of
newspapers, dailies, and weeklies for particular minority groups,
but it was Sam Brannon who received credit for San Francisco's
first paper. Soule in his Annals of San Francisco gives us a good
account of the beginnings of the "Men of the Fourth Estate in
San Francisco."
Three kinds of building generally appear early in the progress of

1847 American settlements:- the church, tavern and printing-office. The last was
established so early as January, 1847, when the population was little more
than three hundred; and, on the 7th of that month the first number of the

"California Star" appeared. This paper was published by Mr. Samuel Brannan, and edited by Dr. E. P. Jones. It was a small sheet of four pages, about
fifteen inches by twelve of type, and appeared on Saturday. It was a neat
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production-type, matter and arrangement being of excellent quality. As
passage in the prospectus gave notice that "it will eschew with the greatest
c::aution everything that tends to the propagation of sectarian dogmas." This
clause may have been inserted in consequence of the publisher having but
recently been prominently connected with a certain religious sect, and with
a view to assure the public that it was no part of his intention to make the
Star the medium of promulgating its peculiar sectarian tenets.
The "Californian", also a weekly newspaper, of still smaller dimensions,
and of much inferior typographical pretension, had previously appeared in
Monterey, where its first number was issued on the 15th August, 1846, by
Messrs. Colton and Semple, by whom it was also edited. Commodore R. F .
Stockton, however, was the originator of tl1is publication. This was the first
newspaper in the English, or indeed, in any language, which was published
in California. For the sake of the natives, tile editors gave a portion of the
contents in Spanish; but the greater part from the beginning, and soon the
whole of it, was printed in English . . . .
Meanwhile, San Francisco was rising into such importance as to make it a
much superior place for publication to Monterey; and accordingly on the
22nd day of May, 1847, Mr. Robert Semple, who seems now to have been
the sole publisher of the "Californian", issued the first number of the second
volume of that paper at San Francisco, much enlarged and every way improved. This therefore was tile second newspaper established in our city, at
a time when the permanent population did not exceed four hundred.
From the columns of these early papers we extract much curious information regarding the number of elements of the population of San Francisco
in the latter part of June, 1847.
Total whites:- 247 males; 128 females; total 375
Indians:- 26 males; 8 females; total 34
Sandwich Islanders:-39 males; 1 female; total 40
Negroes:- 9 males; 1 female; total, 10
Upwards of four-fifilis of the whole population were under forty years of
age; while more than one-half were between twenty and forty- the prime of
life. Under twenty, the sexes were nearly equal in number; but above that
age, the vast majority were males. These circumstances must be borne in
mind when the reader considers the restless enterprise, energy and capability
exhibited by the comparatively small population of the town.
Born in the United States were 228; in California, 38; oilier Mexican
departments, 2; Canada, 5; Chili, 2; England, 22; France, 3; Germany,
twenty-seven; Ireland, 14; Scotland, 14; Switzerland, 6; at sea, 4; Denmark,
Malta, New Holland, New Zealand, Peru, Poland, Russia, Sandwich Island,
Sweden and West Indies, one each.
Of tl1e number stated to have been born in California, eight were children
of immigrant parents, it will be seen that the total population of Spanish or
Mexican descent · was only thirty-two. Three-fifths of the total inhabitants
were of direct American origin; and perhaps one-fifth more was composed
of people who had previously settled or lived in the United States. The
Americans were from every State in the Union.
The number who could read and write was two hundred and seventythree; those who could read, but not write, were thirteen; while those who
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could neither read nor write, were eighty-nine .. . . At that period, it may

be mentioned, there was only one school in the place, and no proper facilities
were as yet given for bestowing a suitable education upon the young.
The occupation or professions of the white males were as follows: - 1
minister; 3 doctors; 3 lawyers; 2 surveyors; 1 school-teacher; 11 agriculturalists; 7 bakers; 6 blacksmiths; 1 brewer; 6 brick-makers; seven butchers; 2
cabinet-makers; 26 carpenters; 1 cigar-maker; 13 clerks; 3 coopers; 1 gardener; 5 grocers; 2 gunsmiths; 3 hotel-keepers; 20 laborers; 4 masons; 11
merchants; 1 miner; 1 morocco-case maker; 6 inland navigators; 1 ocean
navigator; 1 painter; 6 printers; 1 saddler; 4 shoemakers; 1 silversmith; 4
tailors; 2 tanners; 1 watchmaker; 1 weaver.
The places in which the inhabitants conducted their business, were as
follows: shops, 1 apothecary, 2 blacksmith, 3 butcher, 1 cabinet maker; 2
carpenter, 1 cigar-maker, cooper, 1 gun-smith, 1 shoemaker, 2 tailor, and
1 watchmaker; 8 stores; 7 groceries; 2 hotels; 1 wind-mill; 1 horse-mill; 2
printing-offices; and 3 bakeries.
The Indians, Sandwich Islanders, and negroes, who formed nearly onefifth of the population, were mostly employed as servants and porters. Many
of the Sandwich Islanders were engaged in nagivating the bay, and were
very expert boatmen.
1847 On the 30th of January, 1847, the following important "ordinance" appeared in the "California Star":
AN ORDINANCE
"Whereas, the local name of Yerba Buena, as applied to the settlement
or town of San Francisco, is unknown beyond the district; and has been
applied from the local name of .the cove, on which the town is built; Therefore, to prevent confusion and mistakes in public documents, and that the
town may have the advantage of the name given on the public map.
"It is hereby ordained, that the name of San Francisco shall hereafter be
used in all official communications and public documents or records appertaining to the town.
"Wash'n A. Bartlett,
"Chief Magistrate.
"Published by order,
"J. G. T. Dunleavy, Municipal Clerk."
Mr. Bartlett was the first alcalde of San Francisco under the American
flag. He was a lieutenant of the United States Navy; and on being subsequently ordered to his ship, Mr. Edwin Bryant was appointed in his place,
and sworn into office on the 22nd day of February, 1847. This gentleman
had travelled in the previous year across the country from Independence,
Mo., to the Pacific, and had subsequently joined Col. Fremont as a volunteer
in the reduction of California. Shortly afterwards, he published in New York
an interesting account of his travels under the title, "What I saw in California." Befor~ Mr. Bryant's appointment to the' chief-magistracy, Mr.
George Hyde had acted for a short time as temporary alcalde.

Others have written the story of that first paper.
Sam Brannan was a printer by trade. Before he left New York,
he had the heading cut for the California Star. He also brought
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with him a two years' supply of paper and an assorbnent of type.
The ship, Brooklyn, coming round the Hom, brought Sam to San
Oct. Francisco Bay on July 31, 1846. There is just one copy in existence
24 of the first advance sheet he printed on October 24, 1846. The first
1846 number of the California Star was published January 9, 1847.
Jan. "Thus was justified his faith in a journalis.t ic future on the Pacific
9 Coast."4
1847 The Star was small, and printed in three columns. The news was
about two months old. The ads contained a great many lawyers'
cards.
The Star told the country of California's great discovery of gold.
"California has a mine of gold . . . it is found at a depth of three
feet . . . The vein is from twelve to eighteen feet in thickness." 5
1849 The discovery of gold in California touched off a rush of writing.
An outgrowth of this was the revival of joum::tlism. On January 4,
1849, when The Alta Californian was born at San Francisco, it
" showed a journalistic venture characterized by much personal comment, by glaring ina-dequacies in news coverage and, on the contrary, by faithfully mirroring the local scene. The files are
historic sources of first magnitude. The paper opened its columns
to creative writing in the forms of story, essay, and anecdote.
"In terms of cultural institutions, arts, and letters, gold rush
San Francisco enjoyed a most remarkable flowering, the like of
which was not achieved by a single generation of any other
American frontier." 6
The first advertisements in the Alta Californian were very interesting. Some informed the people that they could obtain goods
1850 directly fwm the back doors of the salesrooms and on to the
steamers. This was quite an inducement to those wishing to save
drayage, which was no small item in the account of large purchases.7
The first newspaper reports of the middle fifties were interested
only in the life of the San Francisco of their day. They noted the
1850 coming and going of ships, their passengers and cargoes, the value
of the gold they exported, and the doings that rocked the business
world.
Reading them over, we of another day are able to see what
was hidden from the men and women who were helping to build
our community.
Sam Brannan's first newspaper gave San Francisco its start in
the journalistic field.
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In gold rush times the printers did well to get out weekly papers
instead of daily. One such paper was The Pacific. The first issue
Aug. came out in August, 1851. Rev. S. H. Wiley and J. A. Benton were

1851 in charge. Primarily its purpose was for the advancement of
religion, but it proved to be a source of valuable information about
educational movement during the first two decades of San Francisco history. The editors believed that school as well as church
was the bulwark of civilization. 9
1854- Tabulations in the Pioneer add to the early picture of San
1855 Francisco. 8
Oot.
The Daily Evening Bulletin when first issued October 8, 1855
8 was a four page sheet but proved to be one of the decisive events
1855 in California history. This was the first truly independent journal
that handled situations without gloves. It supported the cause of
morality, virtue, and honesty. James King of William was the
fearless editor and publisher. He could neither be frightened nor
bribed. He was shot by James P. Casey, a county supervisor whose
criminal record had been exposed in the Bulletin.
"What reeks he of riches?
What cares he for fame,
Or world decked in grandeur or beauty?
If the marble shall speak
That records his proud name,
"He died at the post doing duty!"lO

The first Telegraph
Sept. The opening of the first electric telegraph in California was
1853 celebrated September 22, 1853. It extended between San Francisco
and Point Lobos. It was erected by Messrs. Sweeney and Baugh to
give information of shipping arrivals. Early in 1849 this firm had
er·e cted a station on Telegraph Hill which commanded a view of
the Golden Gate. This enabled them to get a view of all vessels
coming into the harbor.
The electric telegraph increased materially the facilities previously afforded by the method of signalling.11
The First Telephone Directory
June
The first telephone directory in the West was a real milestone.
1 In less than seventy-five years, directory listings have grown from
1878 173 to over 3,500,000.
On June 1, 1878- ten years before the first elech·ic lamps glowed
in western towns- a piece of oardboard made history in the bustling
young city of San Francisco. It was a plain piece of cardboard,
not very impressive, white in color, 5)1 by 9 inches in size. But it
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was important, for that .small piece of cardboard was the first
telephone directory to appear in the Pacific West; and the second
to appear anywhere in the world.
There were 173 names listed and, significantly, no phone
numbers. In those days a customer merely asked for the party he
wanted.12
Feb.
The first telephone exchange in the West was opened in San
1878 Francisco in February, 1878. This was the second in the United
Starf:es. The switchboard was a homemade one, designed by local
workmen since there was not time to wait for factory production.
Almost all public phones connected to long dist:ance lines in
early days were located in drug stores. Usually for calls af any
distance, operators along the line had to relay the messageP
1860

1921

1929
1935

1900

The Pony Express
On the ninth of September, 1860, the Pony Express established
a service from San Francisco to St. Joseph, Missouri. This service
improved and San Franciscans were to be among the pioneers of
many other services of communication including auto, air and
radio.
Air Mail
February 22, 1921 saw an air mail route established connecting
San Francisco with New York.
Bus
In 1929 an auto-bus service was established to Los Angeles.
Pacific Air Mail Service
The Pacific Air Mail service left San Francisco for its air flight
schedule on November 22, 1935. 14
Chinese Daily Newspaper
The Chinese people have always been an interesting part of
San Francisco. On February 16, 1900, they opened their own
Chinese Daily Newspaper.
Many years have elapsed since Sam Brannan brought a press to
San Francisoo for her first newspaper. The voice of the people
will always be heard whether it be in English, Chinese, or any
other language.
Some San Franciscans said if there were a C:hinese newspaper
no one would read it. When Ng Poon Chew broached the subject
to his friends they laughed at it. Nothing daunted, Ng Poon Chew,
perhaps recalling that the Peking Gazette dated from the tenth
Century and was claimed the world's oldest newspaper, established
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The Chinese Western Daily (Chug-Sai-Yat-Po). This was the first
Chinese daily in America. Professor John Fryer, well known teaoher
of Chinese literature at University of California, was a member of
the editorial staff.
Ng Poon Chew was regarded as an authority on Chinese exclusion and on matters bearing upon Chinese-American relations. He
was often referred to as the Chinese Mark Twain. "He served his
day and generation well." 15
To be continued in The Pacific Historian.
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The Right Reverend Innokenty, Bishop of Kamchatka,
the Kuriles, and the Aleutians, 1841

A Russian Orthodox Priest
In A Mexican Catholic Parish
Father Joann Veniaminov's Sojourn at Fort Ross and Visit to
Missions San Rafael, San Jose, Santa Clara, and San Francisco
in 1836
JAMES R. GIBSON
Professor, York University, Ontario, Canada

·•

Ioann (I van or John) Veniaminov looms large in the history of
Russian America. He spent forty-four years of zealous and fruitful
missionary activity on Russia's Pacific frontier, both on the Asiatic
and Ame11ican sides- Alaska, Yakutia, and Amuria. His tireless
efforts at preaching, converting, healing, writing, teaching, and
building throughout the second quarter of the 19th century in

Russian America earned him the unofficial but deserved title of
"apostle of Alaska."1
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Veniaminov's beginnings, however, were fairly humble and quite
remote. The son of a sexton, he was born Ioann Yevseyevich Popov
on September 6, 1797 in the village of Anginskoye in Eastern
Siberia's Irkutsk Province. Having been taught reading and writing
by his father, he left home at age nine for Irkutsk. There, under
the partonage of a deacon uncle, he studied at the theological
seminary, where he distinguished himself not only in academic
subjects but also in carpentry and mechanics. This was an indica•tion of the versatility that he was to exhibit during his long
career as missionary, linguist, writer, administrator, craftsman, etc.
In 1814 ·t he seminary's new rector renamed him Veniaminov after
Bishop of Irkutsk Veniamin (Benjamin), who had died that year.
Upon graduation he taught and preached for several years in
Irkutsk, first as a deacon ( 1817) and then as a priest ( 1821);
in 1817 he married.
Then Father Veniaminov's routine and comfortable existence
changed rather abruptly. In early 1823 the Holy Synod decreed
that a missionary be sent to Unalaska Island in the Aleutians .
Nobody volunteered, for, as one deacon said, "it is better to go
into the army than to go to [Russian] America"~-such was the
reputation of Russia's American domain. But Veniaminov, having
just met a former resident of Russian America, wanted to convert
the Aleuts and see the world, so he offered to go. He left Irkutsk
with his family in May of 1823 and, following a difficult 4500 mile
journey _via Yakutsk and Okhotsk, finally reached Unalaska in
August of 1824. His arrival brought the number of missionaries in
Russian America to three; until 1816 there had been only one and
by 1825 there were five. 3
The remote and harsh Aleutians-foggy, rainy, windy, rocky, and
inhabited by some 2250 half-wild, half-pagen natives- remained
Fa•t her Veniarninov's parish for the next decade. 4 He worked long
and havd- converting, teaching, and doctoring the Aleuts, building
a new chur-ch, a school and his own house, learning Aleut, devising
an Aleut alphabet, translating the Gospel, the Catechism, and the
Liturgy into Aleut, recording the weather, traveling by kayak
throughout his far-flung parish. By the time he was transferred to
Sitka in 1834 he had allegedly converted all the Aleuts.
Veniaminov's move to Sitka ( N ovoarkhangelsk), Russian America's capital, posed a greater -c hallenge than the Aleutians. Now he
had to convert the Kolosh ( Tlingits), who were more numerous
( 5000 strong), more paganistic, and more hostile than the Aleuts;
in fact, the Russians never fully subjugated the Kolosh, who
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threatened Sitka itself a s late as the middle of the century. Also,
in the capital Veniaminov found himself at the center of the often
strained relations between the missionaries and the officials of the
Russian-American Company, which monopolized the administration and exploitation of Alaska from 1799. Nevertheless, with his
characteristic enegy and diplomacy he managed to establish
friendly relations with both the Company and the Kolosh, converting many of them, learning their language, and doctoring them. 5
Soon after his arrival at Sitka Father Veniaminov decided to
visit California. He went because he wished to celebrate church
functions at Fort Ross, whose chapel came within the jurisdiction
of the parish of Sitka's church. Perhaps, too, he wanted to visit
Mexican California and meet its Catholic missionaries. And he
may have visited Fort Ross to help with the Russian-American
Companis last effort to rejuvenate Russian California, which had
long been somewha't neglected economically and spiritually. The
company's purchase of wheat and beef from Mexican California
had fallen sharply since the secularization of the Franciscan
missions, and it was hoped that Alaska's food needs could now be
met by improving and expanding agriculture in Russian California,
whose other raison d'etre- sea otters- had all but disappeared. Such
was the recommendation of Governor Wrangel, who had inspected
the colony in 1833. 6 And in the same year that Veniaminov visited
Fort Ross the Company agronomist Yegor Chernykh also arr>ived
to try to boost farming.'
At any rate Father Veniaminov reached California on July 26
and stayed two and a half months. His rather spare record of this
sojourn, hithevto unpublished, is translated as follows from his
travel journaLS
0

0

0

0

0

Travel Journal of Father Joann Veniaminov Kept During His Trip
to California and Back from July 1st to October 13th, 18369
June
Because a ship had to be sent this year on [Russian-American]
Company business [trade] to Caiifornia and stay there for some
time, and because I considered this a convenient opportunity for
visiting the inhabitants of Fort Ross and its church [sic], I expressed my desire to the Governor of the colonies [Ivan Kupreyanov] and obtained from him official permission to depart for the
fortress of Ross for the performance of church rites.
Tues., 30th. Having said the usual public prayer desired by
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sailors on such occasions, we boarded the ship, taking a se~ton
with us; and the performance of the service on holidays, as well
as the christening of the newborn on dangerous occasions, was
entrusted to Philipp Kashevarov, a teacher at the local [Sitka]
sohool.
July
Wed., 1st. At 5 o'clock in the morning we raised anchor and left
the roadstead (the western one), hut because of the lack of wind
we dropped anchor. This circumstance detained us until ·t he next
day.
Thurs., 2nd. At 2 o'clock we raised anchor and that night we left
the bay for the sea, and on the morning of the 3rd we were already quite far from shore. At noon we obtained a fair wind and
clear weather, which did not fail us right up to the 14th, and it
was so favorable that we traversed a distance of 200 to 340 verstas
[133 to 225 miles] per day ( I was usually suffering from sea sickness the first three days).
Sun., 5th. The hours were passed at sea.
Sun., 12th. The hours passed. Today we reached the latitude of
Fort Ross, and if the wind had permitted we would have been at
anchor on the 13th, but the wind became rather strong with
douds, and consequently we stayed at sea until the 14th.
Tues., 14th. Today the wind became lighter, and we came in sight
of Ross Settlement and made contact with the shore.
Wed., 15th. At 3 o'clock in the afternoon we dropped anchor in
Bodega Bay, which lies at 38 degrees Nor·t h latitude and is located
35 verstas [23 miles] south of Ross.
Thurs., 16th. I left for the fort on horseback and within 5 hours of
modemte riding I arrived at the place. 10
Fort Ross is not large, but it is a quite well built settlement or
village consisting of 24 houses and several huts for the' Aleuts and
surrounded on all sides by plowland and forest; in the middle
there is a small, square, wooden stockade with 2 blockhouses and
several cannon and containing a chapel, the manager's house, the
busines office, a storehouse, baracks, and several dwellings for
pious residents [Lenten £asters?]. Here there are 154 males and
106 females, a total of 260 souls, including 120 Russians, 51
creoles, 50 Kodiak Aleuts, and 39 converted Indians.11
The chapel is built of planks, like almost all houses here, with
a small, rather plain bell tower; all its interior adornments comprise only two small icons in silver mountings, so that in resplendence it cannot compare at all to the chapel on St. Paul Island be-
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longing to the Unalaska Church (where almost only Aleuts live,
and no more than 30 families), but the chapel here has almost no
income whatsoever from parishioners; besides, the Russians very
rarely V·isit it. 1 ~
Sat., 18th. By custom a vigil [devotional watching] was kept in
the chapel.
Sun., 19th. Having anointed 8 infants, I performed mass and
administered confirmation.
Wed. , 22nd. I performed 8 weddings.
Fri., 24th. I performeed 6 weddings.
Sun., 26th. Having anointed 12 youngsters and 2 adult Indians, I
performed mass and administered confirmation to the youngsters.
Mon., 27th. From this day began daily services, i.e., vespers,
matins, and vigils [hourly services], for those wanting to fast.
After vespers I preached to the £asters.
This same day I caught a cold, so that I could not go out until
the 29thP
Wed., 29th. Having felt relief, I went to the church toward evening and preached to the £asters, and henceforth after vespers on
certain days I gave the children an understanding of God and,
assembling them in the chapel, I taught them the Lord's Prayer
through the sexton.
Thurs., 30th. Again I was ill and did not go out.
Fri., 31st. At vigils and at vespers I preached to the £asters and
after vespers I held confession for 27 persons of both sexes.
August
Sat., 1st. Having preached to and anointed 2 adult Indians, I performed mass and administered confession and confirmation to all
of them, and after mass I consecrated the water in the creek
[Rort Ross Creek]; there was a religious procession around the
fort's stockade.
After vespers I held confession for 24 youngsters of both sexes.
Sun., 2nd. Having preached to and anointed 2 adult Indians and
7 children, I performed mass dnd administered confession and confirmation to all of them.
Mon., 3rd and Tues., 4th. At vigils and at vespers I preached to
the new fasters, and after vespers to the children.
Wed., 5th I preached at vigils; before and after vespers I held
confession for 16 persons of both sexes.

Thurs., 6th. I performed mass and adminis,tered confession to
everyone.
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Fri., 7th. At vigils and at vespers I preached to the fasters.
Sat., 8th. At vigils I preached to everyone in general and to the
fasters, and after vigils I preached through an interpreter to .the
Aleuts who did not know Russian; 14 before vespers I held confession for 31 persons of both sexes.
Sun., 9th. Following the usual rule I preached to and anointed 8
persons, and I performed mass and administered confession and
confirmation to all of them.
Mon., lOth and Tues., 11th. At vigils and at vespers I preached
to the £asters, and on Monday after vespers to the children.
Wed., 12th. At vigils I preached to everyone in general, and after
the hourly services to the Aleuts through their interpreter; before
vespers I held confession for 34 persons of both sexes.
Thurs., 13th. Having anointed 15 persons of all sexes and ages, I
performed mass and administered confession and confirmation to all
of them.
Fri., 14th. At vigils I preached, and before vespers I held confession for 24 persons.
Sart:., 15th. I performed mass and administered confession.
Sun., 16th. Having anointed two persons- one a Lutheran and the
other an Indian woman of the Catholic faith, I performed mass
and administered confirmation, and at vespers I finished the
services.
Wed., 19th. Again I began the services for those previously absent.
Thurs., 20th. At vigils and at vespers I preached.
Fri., 21st. I preached at matins and at vigils, and after vespers I
held confession for 3 persons.
Sat., 22nd. I performed mass and administered confession and
afterwards a public prayer for the Tsar.
Sun., 23rd. I performed vigils. Because our ship had to leave for
Sitka from Port San Francisco, about 150 verstas [100 miles] distant from Fort Ross, I therefore had to get to this port in order to
return to Sitka earlier and thence ·Overseas to Russia; today we set
out on horseback. In the evening we stopped for the night at an
uninhabited spot already beyond the limits of Ross.
Mon., 24th. At 4 o'clock in the afternoon we arrived at the first
California mission of San Rafael. Here for the first time I saw a
Catholic church and a monk of the Franciscan Order (this monk
or padre, as they usually call themselves, by the name of Quijas 1 "
became fairly closely acquainted with me in time).
Tues., 25th. I left here by boat on San Francisco Bay for the port
itself, but there was a strong contrary wind, and with much danger
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we put in at an unihabited island [Angel Island?] and here we
spent the night.
Wed., 26th. We arrived at the port; but our ship had not yet returned from Monterey, and we stayed on the ship of a foreigner,
Baker [Becker], who had been at Ross and had returned with us
from Ross and who had cordially taken us in.
Thurs., 27th. At 9 o'clock our ship arrived in the harbor and I
transferred to lit.
Sat., 29th and Sun., 30th. I performed vigils on the ship.
September
Wed., 2nd. From all circumstances i't was evident that we could
no-t leave the port earlier than the middle of September. Therefore
I intended to visit the surrounding missions. Today in the evening
with the ship's captain we went on barks to Mission San Jose
(from Joseph, the husband of Mary), lying on the left s1de of the
southern bay.
Thurs., 3rd. At 4 o'clock we reached the landing, and we went to
the mission on horses belonging to it; at 9 o'clock we reached the
padre, who received us very well. We stayed with him until Sunday night or Monday, enjoying his table with him. The priestmonk, named Jose Marla de Gonzalez, 16 is one of the most learned
and kindest of all his brethern and even in all California. In this
mission I saw the rites of burial and infant baptism, and I was at
mass 4 times and saw all the utensils and vestments! I talked
religion with them.17
Here we saw all the mission's communal establishments, the workshop, the fine fruit orchards-1.n short, this padre, by his benevolence to me, left almost nothing unshown.
Only this mission and the one nearest to it [Mission Santa
Clara] enjoy the former [pre-secularization] rights- to own and
to use Indians as slaves; but the Mexican Government18 has taken
the Indians from the others and given them the freedom of citizenship or, more correctly, the freedom to be idle. But this mission is
very well organized, and the Indians are very content with the
present padre, who feeds and clothes them rather well.
Here there is a primary school, in which up to 40 creole and
Indian children are taught.
Mon., 7th. At 3 o'cLock we left here for the next mission of Santa
Clara and Padre Gonzalez himself accompanied me to the mission,
and here Padre Jes{Is Moreno 1!l also received us with favor; and
we found with him another priest (not a monk). Thus, here I
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saw all at once 3 priests saying mass together at one time at
different altars, of course, in whispers (as always happens with
us, except on certain holidays) .
W ed., 9th. We set .out on the return route to the ship and arrived
safely on the night of the 11th.
First of all I saw the mass service at Mission San Francisco.
Thus, in California I managed to be at 4 missions and to see 5
priests.
All the missions are built very similarly, namely: the headquarters, called the Mission, is a large, square, one-storey building in the middle of a courtyard, built of unfired bricks and roof
tiles; one part is .for the church and another for the padre; the rest
is storehouses or workshops.
Alongside it stretch several buildings of the same material for
the Indians, the married ones and the single ones being seperated.
Sun., 13th and Mon., 14th. I performed vigils.
28th. At 7 o'clock in the morning we raised anchor and headed
for Sitka, and at 9 o'clock on October 12th we dropped anchor,
having sailed rather fortunately, considering the time of year.~ 0
0

0

0

0

0

Father Veniaminov's account is remarkable for what it does not
say mther for wha•t little it does say. Apart from brief descriptions
of Fort Ross and Mission San Jose, it is largely a repetitious and
monotonous record of ecclesiastical functions. Russian California's
considerable agricultural operations, its attempts to expand inland,
and its commercial relations with Mexican California, as well as
the manifold activities of the northern missions in the throes of
secularization, pass almost unnoticed. And this from an observant,
inquiring, conscientious man with wide interest who spent virtually
the entire summer there! Perhaps the sorry state of the church at
Ross demanded his full attention. Whatever the reason, his spare
account is a disappointing one. We simply expect more from a
figure with his reputation.
Two years after his return to Sitka from California, Father
Veniaminov obtained a leave of absence and departed for St.
Petersburg to petition the Holy Synod for the expansion of
missionary activities in Russian America and to secure the publication of his sc1iptural translations. In Russia he was promoted to
archpriest in 1839 and awarded the Order of St. Anne (third
class) with gold cross for his missionary services; in 1840, following his wife's death, he entered the monkhood, received the name
Innocent, and became an archmandrite. Then he was appointed
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bishop of the new diocese of Kamchatka, the Kuriles, and the
Aleutians. In early 1841 he left St. Petersburg to assume his new
post in Sitka, arriving there via Irkutsk in the fall. During the next
decade the Right Reverend Innocent devoted himself energetically
to his diocese, opening new parishes, ordaining new priests, building churches and schools, translating the Scriptures, and thrice
touring his eXJtensive diocese. In 1850 he was promoted to archbishop, culminating a quarter of a century of work in Russian
America; at the same time Yakutia was added to his diocese, so he
transfered his residence from Sitka to Yakutsk, where he had the
Scriptures translated into Yakut. In 1862 the Most Reverend
Innocent moved to Blagoveshchensk in Amuria, where he continued his tireless missionary efforts. Finally old age and poor health
prompted him to request retirement; instead, in early 1868 he was
selected to succeed Filaret as Metropolitan of Moscow and
Kolomna, the Russian Orthodox Church's highest office. This post
he held with distinction-despite his infirmity and near blindness
- until his death on April 12, 1879.
1
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The best biographies in English of Veniaminov are: Anonymous, "The
Life and Work of the Most Reverend Metropolitan Innocent . . . ,"
The Russian Orthodox Journal, vol. 14 (July, 1940), pp. 9-10, (August,
1940), pp. 9-10, (September, 1940), pp. 9-10, and (October, 1940), pp.
3-4 and 15; A. P. Kashevaroff, "Ivan Veniaminov, Innocent, Metropolitan of Moscow and Kolomna . . . ," Alaska Magazine, vol. 1 (February, 1927), pp. 49-56, (March, 1927), pp. 145-150, and (April, 1927),
217-224. Also, see: Helen A. Shenitz, "Father Veniaminov, the Enlightner of Alaska," American Slavic and East European Review, vol.
18 (February, 1959), pp. 75-80; A. W. Shiels, "The Work of Vellli'1minov
in Alaska," British Columbia Historical Quarterly, vol. 11 (October,
1947), pp. 265-272.
Ivan Barsukov, Innokenty Mitropolit Moskovsky i Kolomensky
[Metropolitan Innocent of Moscow and Kolomna . . .] (Moscow: Sinodalnaya tipografiya, 1883), p. 10.
Ibid., pp. 25-26.
On the basis of this stay he wrote his excellent three-volume account
of the Unalaska group entitled Zapiski ob ostrovakh Unalashkinskavo
otdela [Notes on the Island of the Unalaska Division] (St. Petersburg:
Rossiisko-Amerikanskaya kompaniya, 1840).
Veniaminov is credited with introducing inoculation to the Kolosh to
combat the epidemic diseases that periodically ravaged them. Just before he left for California, for example, smallpox killed 300 Kolosh at
Sitka alone in January and February of 1836 (Ivan Barsukov, comp.,
Pisma Innokentiya . . . [Letters of Innocent . . .] (St. Petersburg: Sino-

dalnaya tipografiya, 1897), vol. 1, p. 29.
6

See James R. Gibson, "Russia in Californa, 1833: Report of Governor
Wrangel," Pacific Northwest Quarterly, vol. 60 (1969), pp. 205-215.
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See James R. Gibson, "Two New Chernykh Letters," The Pacific
Historian, vol 12, no 3 (1968), pp. 48-56 and vol. 12, no. 4 (1968), pp.
55-60.
Ioann Veniaminov, Putevoy zhurnal [Travel Journal], microfilm copy in
Library of Congress, pp. 445v-45lv. The Bancroft Library also owns a
microfilm copy, as well as an unpublished translation of the California
episode by Richard A. Pierce.
The journal's dates are in accordance with the Julian calendar, which
in the 19th century in Russian America was eleven days behind the
Gregorian calendar-Trans.
It must be confessed that the happy combination of California's air, the
clear, blue sky, the location, and the vegetation peculiar to this latitude
can at first strike and charm anyone who was born [north of] and had
not been south of 52 degrees, especially the inhabitants of Unalaska and
Sitka.
During the existence of Ross chapel (1812-1841) only some 40 Indians
were converted to Russian Orthodoxy (Ivan Barsukov, comp., Tvoreniya
lnnokentiya Mitropolita Moskovskavo [The \Vorks of Metropolitan Innocent of Moscow] (Moscow: Sinodalnaya tipografiya, 1887), vol. 2, p. 8)
- Trans.
It is known to me that in 1823 the 88 officers and crewmen of the
frigate Kreiser donated a rather considerable sum for the construction of
a proposed church at Ross. But since there could never be a church
there because the place belongs to California, how was this sum used?
It is not known.
It is so easy to catch a cold here that the inhabitants of Ross who were
born here become ill almost every year on account of the rapid
transition from heat to cold; this transition can be from 28 to 8 degrees
in no fewer than 2 hours, as if you had been in the mountains in an
intorerable heat and then had descended the mountains and suddeQly
entered a fog and a temperature of 7 degrees.
It is curious that Veniaminov, who spoke Aleut, nevertheless preached
to them at Ross through an interpreter- Trans.
Jose Lorenzo de la Concepcion Quijas, formerly an Indian muleteer and
trader, was one of the Zacatecans who came to California in 1833 to
take control -o f the northern missions from the Ferandinos. He served
at Mission San Rafael until 1843- Trans.
Jose Maria de Jesus Gonzales Rubio (1804-1875) also came to California
with the Zacatecans in 1833 and served at Mission San Jose until 1842.
He was one of California's best know and most respected missionaries
- Trans.
It was here that for the first time I came upon Latin, in which I was
obliged to explain as much as I could.
Soon after our departure California seceded from Mexico, and as a
result all the Mexicans fled. Native Canlifornians are so few that with
the introduction of state, civil, and higher ranks almost no rank and file
remained except Indians.
Rafael de Jesus Moreno (1795-1839) was president and vice-commissary
prefect of the Zactecan friars who arrived in California in 1833 to
assume control of the northern missions- Trans.
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THE LOST LODE OF G. T. LEE
MILDRED FIELDER

The plains were hot and dusty. As the men approached the lowlying Black HiHs of Dakota Territory they could feel the cooler
air from the foothills. They had meant to pass, but the temptation
was strong to ride into those beckoning cool hills if only for a
few days.
"There might be gold there, too," said one of them.
G. T. Lee is the only name we have in the group. Perhaps it
was Lee who answered, "Can't do no harm, far's I can see."
They were thirteen men traveling from Missouri toward Montana
Territory in the year of 1863, looking for gold. It was a well known
fact that Montana was a good place to find gold. Prospectors had
been moving from the east to Montana in such numbers that Moses
K. Armstrong of the Dakota Territory legislature mentioned that
meetings were being held to open a new route to Idaho and Montana. The thirteen had come up the Niobrara River from the Vermillion post on the Missouri River.
The headed into the hills. As they proceded they found rougher
traveling the higher they went, but the coolness was like a draught
of fresh water in their throats. When they found an actual clear
mountain stream tumbling down the rocks, they shouted with joy.
"Water!" Men and horses shared the stream together.
The mountain air stirred around them. Pines whispered to them,
and the gulches invited them to enter.
They marched up canyons that became narrower and steeper
until they were well within the hills, completely out of sight of the
surrounding plains.
"Let's stop here," someone said.
They were in a deep ravine. A sparkling creek shimmered over
the rocks and the graveled stretches. After the weeks on the endless prairie it seemed like a spot of paradise.
Lee was one of the first to try his luck with his gold pan. He
swished the gravel and dirt with creek water round and round until
it sloshed over the edges. Nothing was in the first pan. He tried
again. There it was- a tiny speck of gold!
"There's colors here!" he shouted.
They joined him eagerly. Before the day became dark each had
gold dust in his poke. That evening they held a conference.
"Shall we go on?"
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Sluice box at Black Tail, South Dakota around 1893.
Photo courtesy of Mr. John Fino la.

"Why not stay here for a few weeks if gold is really here? We
can make as good money here as in Montana."
"Sounds good sense to me."
''I'm for it."
"I got easy ten doHars worth of dust just this afternoon, and
look here- "
The crowded around the speaker. He was holding a small gold
nugget in his hand.
That did it. They picketed their horses in a grassy spot. Some
set up tents. Others either slept on their bedrolls in the open night
~Jr made emergency brush shelters with pine branches.
For a few days the party panned gold in the creek, but Lee had
a mind to do things more efficiently. He approached two of his
friends .
"How about helping me make some sluice boxes?"

They were agreeable. The three left the main party and went up
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the creek half a mile so they could work without bothering the
others. Their axes ringing, they chopped some of the larger pines.
Lee had a small saw in his saddle bags. With that and the axes
they managed to make three sluice boxes. The boxes were crude
but practical, twelve inches wide, a trough with sides, and riffles,
small sticks were placed at intervals along the floor of the sluice
box on which the heavier gold particles were expected to catch as
the water was turned through the sluice.
They lodged their sluice boxes along the creek so water could
be divereted into them, then began the hard work of shoveling the
pay dirt into the sluice to be washed by the creek water. The three
men worked together with speed and precision. By the end of the
third day they had the equivalent of $180 in gold dust, cleaned
from the riffles of the sluice box.
The weeks passed swiftly with their activities, and suddenly
one morning snowflakes were falling. It was November. Winter
had to be coming very soon.
"What do you think?" asked Lee, licking the snowflakes from his
moustache.
"Fine time," said one of his friends. "Just as we were getting
things going good."
"No use crying," said the other. "We can come back next spring."
They talked to the rest of the party and found the others already
packing their horses. The snow was falling in great flakes, the wind
was starting to howl. It was cold, bitterly cold.
By morning eighteen inches of snow covered their path out of
the hills . The thirteen men started their horses down the gulch
toward the plains. They had no protection in the Black Hills hideaway. They had not planned to be there at all. If it hadn't been
so "consarned hot" as they passed the mountains they might not
have even investigated the place.
They turned their horses toward Montana Territory where others
already had established gold camps. There would be a place to
stay for the winter in Alder Gulch.
The ponies struggled through the deep snow, following single
file. When they reached the foothills and the plains traveling was
easier. They reined toward the west and the gold fields of Montana
Territory, and reached their destination in December 1863.
There they were caught in the excitement of the new gold fields

of Montana, and for a while forgot all about the narrow gulch in
the Black Hills of Dakota Territory. G. T. Lee did not forget, but
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Sluice box in Deadwood gulch, early gold rush days.
Photo courtesy of the Homestake Library, Lead, South Dakota.

thirteen years passed before he managed to get back to the hills.
In that time a great deal had happened.
In 1874 General George A. Custer led an exploratory military
expedition into the confines of the Black Hills, and two of his men,
Horatio Nelson Ross and William T. McKay, discovered gold colors
on French Creek. Hot on their heels, the Collins-Russell party of
gold seekers sneaked into the hills from a base five hundred miles
east at Sioux City and, though the Collins-Russell party was evicted
by soldiers in the spring, the Black Hills gold rush was started. A
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Central City, Dakota Territory, 1878.
Photo cou rtesy of University of South Dakota M useum, Vermillion, South Dakota .

few managed to get into the hills the summer of 1875, but it
wasn't until 1876 that the big rush filled the gulches and the
valleys of the Black Hills. The first prospectors followed the Custer
trail to Custer City, then someone discovered gold near Hill City
a few miles north, and by spring 1876 the flurry led the miners into
Deadwood Gulch where mining claims were being staked in every
direction. Deadwood camp was first, but from Deadwood the
claims led up Deadwood Gulch and Poorman Gulch to a dozen
little towns, including Central City and Lead City.
In 1876 G. T. Lee returned to the hills. He followed the crowds
up Deadwood Gulch and set up a shop in Central City. Prospectors
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were everywhere. There was no peace, only bedlam. For the time
it seemed safer to Lee to fix his fortune in a store, but he intended
to find his gulch as soon as he could.
Robert E. Strahorn found Lee in his Central City store in 1877.
Strahorn was writing a handbook on the Black Hills and Wyoming,
and he set down Lee's story in two concise paragraphs:
"G. T. Lee, now of Central City in the Black Hills says: 'In
1863 I left my home in Missouri with twelve others, and started
for Montana. We traveled to the north of Fort Laramie road and
came to the Black Hills, where we prospected for gold and found
sufficient to induce us to remain. In one locality two of the party,
with myself, sawed and hewed out some boards, and made three
sluice boxes with which we took out in three days $180 in dust.
At this time a fall of snow about eighteen inches deep so alarmed
us that we left for Montana, intending to return as early as possible
in the spring.
"'We reached Montana in December, and succeeded so well that
we did not return. In 1876 I returned to the hills, intending to
locate where I had mined before, but have not as yet found the
spot; but I intend to make further search this summer, and believe I will yet discover it."1
How about it? Does his story hold water?
Central City (where G. T. Lee settled on his second jaunt to the
hills) is beside one of the most lucrative gold panning streams in
the Black Hills. Just above Central City, one of the richest gold
mines in the early days of Black Hills history was the Father DeSmet mine. Up and down the stream mines have been staked and
claimed and made fortunes for their owners. Yet Lee did not
recognize Deadwood Gulch as the one in which he and his friends
sluiced for gold. It had to be somewhere else, or he would have
known at least some of the topography of the area.
Where then?
Moses Armstrong notes in connection with the Montana gold
fields:
"The route opened by General Sully's forces by way of the Black
Hills will probably be the most prominent thoroughfare to the
mountains, since by this route emigrants can reach the gold
mines at a distance of a little over 1000 miles from the Missouri
River, at Fort Pierre. The mysterious Black Hills, 150 miles west
of the Missouri, will on the opinion of all explorers of that region
yet yield a mineral wealth equal to that of the mountain ranges
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250 miles further west . . ."2
Under a dateline of April 18, 1863, he writes:
"The gold fever is spreading with alarming rapidity, and . . .
many hundreds are preparing their outfit for an overland trip
to Wind River . . . A company of miners intends starting for the
mines, I am told, about the middle of May, by the overland route
from the mouth of the Running Water. .."3
By Fort Laramie Road, did Lee refer to the old Oregon Trail
which left Independence, Kansas, followed the Platte River west
beyond Fort Laramie, crossed the Rocky Mountains and ultimately
reached Oregon? The Running Water river mentioned by Armstrong was also known as L'Eau qui Court by the French, or Niobrara River by the map makers, and it flows east and west north
of the old Oregon Trail. If Armstrong's 1863 "company of miners"
left the Niobrara to cut across overland, they could have easily
ventured close enough to the Black Hills to see its southern or
southeastern edge. That group could have been Lee's thirteen
prospectors of 1863, if Lee is correct in saying "we traveled to
the north of Fort Laramie road."
Battle Creek emerges from the Black Hills in its eastern section.
Strahorn writes:
"In 1876 some miners prospecting on Battle Creek discovered
an old shaft about ten feet deep, and thinking it might be an easy
place to reach bed rock they sank it about ten feet deeper, where
at the depth of twenty feet from the surface, they found an old
shovel and a pick. The wooden handles were decayed and the iron
badly rusted."4
Thirteen years would scarcely have sifted ten feet of dirt over
an old diggings. Moreover, G. T. Lee and his friends admitted
only to sluicing and panning, so it isn't likely that the Battle
Creek shaft was theirs. Nevertheless it proves that somebody
had been there looking for gold before the 1876 gold rush. Strahorn also notes:
"On the same creek some parties unearthed a skull at a depth
of three feet, and near by found a pair of silver bowed spectacles,
which looked as if they had lain there a long time. Near by a
number of prospect holes, in some of which are trees growing,
.the largest about six inches in diameter, also an old oak tree
over two feet in diameter, which was chopped down so long ago
that the top is entirely decayed." 5
In thirteen years, it is possible that trees could have grown in
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prospect holes created by Lee and his "pardners" when they tossed
their pay dirt into their sluice boxes. There is nothing to prove it,
of course, but Battle Creek could have been the gulch in which
Lee found his gold.
Would Battle Creek have had that much gold dust in 1863! It
is possible. Geologist Walter P. Jenney, E. M., was sent into the
Black Hills in 1875 on a government scientific trip to ascertain
the presence of gold, and reported that he found gold colors in
most of the creeks on the eastern side of the Black HiHs. Battle
Creek is a small creek flowing from the foothills past Hermosa,
and Jenney's report mentions creeks on both sides of Battle Creek
which showed gold colors in some quantities.
Lee's lost lode was not in Deadwood Gulch, by his own. word.
Where was it, then?
Maybe Battle Creek. Maybe any of the other eastern Black
Hills creeks. Maybe any gulch in the Black Hills.
He never found his lost lode. It is still waiting for someone
to find it - somewhere on the eastern edge of the Black Hills in
South Dakota.
1
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IvA CooLEY CoLLIVER

On May 19, 1915, George and I were graduated from the College
of the Pacific and had made plans for a June 19th wedding. Since
we were planning to go to Bos·t on where George was to study for
his S.T.B., we did not have much money for a honeymoon. OuT
final decision was a month long camping trip to the Yosemite
Valley. After a few days in Pacific Grove at my grandparents' home,
while they were visiting my folks, we returned to my home on a
ranch near Berryessa, a few miles east of San Jose, to start on
our trip. While I had been putting the finishing touches on my
trGusseau, George had been r·o unding up the camping outfit. He
found a tent, rolling bed springs, a rolling mattress, two stools, a
card table and cupboard and rented an old spring wagon and an
old mare from a Japanese farmer. When we were finally packed
up and ready to set out, my father climbed on the wagon and
talked pidgin Japanese to the horse, ma,intaining we wouldn't get
far if we didn't do the same.
By nightfall we had gotten as far as the bridge on the other side
of the Mission San Jose Pass, where we pitched our tent near the
river. vVe cooked our evening meal, had a good night's rest on our
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comfortable bed, cooked breakfast, packed a lunch, broke camp,
hitched up the horse, now .c alled Gunga Din, and started on our
way again. This was the nightly procedure for the next ten days.
Since the old Altamont Pass Road was being rebuilt, we had to
drive over Patterson Pass which left much to be desired. The start
of the road was up a steep hill, so steep that at the top we found
an auto, its occupants standing around weeping, they were so
terrified a t the thought of driving down it. The husband had gone
to a near-by Tanch to get a farmer to haul the car down wi.th
hor.ses. The remainder of the road was very narrow, and on the
left side there was a sheer drop to jagged rocks below. As we
rounded one curve, we saw an auto that had recently gone over.
Being on the inside we hugged the bank, and rode blissfully on,
without any fears.
At Livermore and Oakdale, we called on minister friends, then
headed for the Valley. Setting up camp and breaking camp had
become routine, until one evening we could not f.ind wa·t er, which
was necessary for the horse. Dusk was upon us when I ran on
ahead and just around a bend, I saw a watering trough. That
night we ate a cold dinner, and slept under the stars on t!1e edge
of a cliff that dropped many feet below. There was just room
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enough for the wagon and ·o ur bed beside the road, with Gunga
Din tethered on the other side near the watering trough.
One morning we were riding through a particularly beautiful
grove of trees when we came upon a watering trough. George let
the horse have a drink and thought he had not let her have too
much, but we hadn't gone far when she wanted to lie down.
George jumped out, grabbed her by the bit and urged her on and
called to me to get some sticks to whack her with. For the next
few miles, George pulled and I whacked old Gunga Din until she
got over her colic. We then realized that we had had a dose -brush
with disaster. Cars were few and far between, and how would
we have gotten our loaded spring wagon back home.
Grades were steep at that time and we passed autos stalled,
with rocks behind the wheels, waiting for the engine to cool off.
We rode right along, but George always got out and walked up
the grades to lighten the load for Gunga Din. On the Coulterville
Gmde, which was fifteen miles long George blistered his heels,
and this limited our hiking when we reached the Valley.
At last the great day arrived when we were to enter the Valley.
George decided to take the short road, the four mile drop into the
Valley- and what a drop! The poor horse had to zig-zag all the
way down to keep the wagon from pushing her over, and when
we reached the bottom, she was so exhausted we couldn't even get
her up to Camp Curry. We had to camp at the foot of El Captain
that night, and made Camp Curry by noon the next day. We set
up camp and tethered Gunga Din out for the next ten days.
With the blistered heels, we didn't get any farther than the
beautiful Happy Isles and the camp store for the next few days.
Then we spent one day going up the Mist Tmil to the top of
Bridal Veil Falls, where we enjoyed a picnic lunch and rested
before reh1rning. Another day we hiked to Glacier Point, and after
lunch as storm clouds appeared quickly, we decided to take the
short trail home. This turned out to be mostly shell rock which
we slid through and I blistered my heels.
One day while strolling we met a young woman who had gone
to grade school with George in Hornitos. She was in the Valley
for a few days with just her horse, sleeping bag and a small bag
of provisions . George invited her to dinner the next day (noon
meal), and told her we would have tortillas and beans like they
a:te as kids. As I had never eaten a tortiUa, he said I needn't worry,

he'd make them. Inwardly, I was skeptical, so I made a rice
custard pudding, just in case we might need it.
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\Ve arose bright and early the next morning, and after breakfast was cleared away, George began his tortillas. He took an old
fashioned milk pan about fifteen inches across and three inches
deep, poured in some water and a little salt and began to stir in the
flour. Well, he added flour and stirred and added flour and stirred
until he had an enormous batch of dough. Then, with a camp
stool for a table and a vinegar bottle for a rolling pin, he began
to roll out tortillas, stacking them one on top of the other. When
he was finished he had a huge stack of tortillas all stuck together,
as he discovered when he started to cook them. But with infinite
patience he worked them apart and finished cooking the last one
just as it was time to eat. I had the beans and pudding ready, and
when Claire arrived we enjoyed a hearty meal and many humorous
experiences. Needless to say, we had tortillas and beans every day
we were in camp and all the way home.
We had spent ten days getting into the Valley, ten days there,
and allowed ten days to get home. When it was time to leave, we
broke camp reluctantly, hitched up and started out, but old Gunga
Din wasn't at all happy about it. She was in no mood for traveling,
and we couldn't get her out of a walk. George devised all kinds
of prods andwhips, but she wasn't impressed. When we got out of
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the mountains into the foothills, where it was hot, we had to travel
at night and very early in the morning. We would start out about
8 p.m. and go until around 11 p.m., when the moon went down,
throw our springs out beside the road and sleep in our clothes
until daybreak. We got back to the road as soon as possible and
about 9 or 10 o'clock when it warmed up, we got under some
shade trees where we ate and rested until 8 p.m. and then started
out again.
After this fashion, we finally reached Merced Falls, where there
was a railway station. George had friends there, with whom we
spent the night, then he went to the station to make plans for the
remainder of the trip home. He wanted to ship the horse and the

loaded wagon home, but the .station master insisted that the wagon
had to be knocked down. I'm sure it had never been taken apart
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before and so was George when in ll2° weather he worked at it.
I ventured down to the shed once and spoke to him as a stream of
perspiration ran off his nose, and he replied very curtly, "Don't
talk .to me, dear." I retreated and about noon he returned to the
house to prepare for our trip home.
We had some time deciding what to wear, but really there was
very little choice as we had not planned on having to appear in
public other than as campers. I had taken a light dress, but it had
a high lace collar with whale bone stays high under each ear. My
hat had been worn on the Mist Trail and the black ribbon had run
into the rose colored ribbon, so I put on a veil to try to hide my
face. George had cut off his shirt sleeves above the elbow and his
pants legs below the knee, so he had to wear a khaki coat and
leggings to hide the cut-offs. We had an umbrella and an old grass
suitcase and I'm sure created some interest on .that hot afternoon. As the train pulled in, we got up off the bench and George
picked up the suitcase to have it fall to the ground. The handle
had come off, so he carried it on his shoulder to the train. On the
train we found a seat away from the other passengers and thought
we would make it home without much embarrassment, when at
the next stop who should get on and sit facing us, but two girls
who had been classmates at Pacific. They recognized us and we
had a hilarious time until they got off.
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About sunset we arrived in San Jose and took the street car to
First and Santa Clara Streets, where we had to change cars to go
out to Berryessa. As we stepped off the car the suitcase fell open,
and we were left in the middle of the intersection picking up our
belongings. After leaving our films at the drug store, we took a
street' car for Berryessa. When we got off nea1· the entrance to
Alum Rock Canyon, we took the short cut to the ranch which was
through the orchard. As we neared my home, I said to George,
"You wait here behind the barn while I go in alone." I put up the
umbrella and started toward the house. I had gotten about half
way, when one of my sisters came out with the dinner scraps to
feed the chickens . When she saw me, she stopped, then started
backing back to the porch, stepped inside the screen door, locked
it, and ran into the house to call the folks . They came out, and by
that time I was close enough to be recognized. I called George and
we spent the evening sharing our experiences.
The next day when George was returning the camping articles,
he left the cupboard at my home. I cleaned it out and threw the
remainder of the food out to the chickens. Later I heard an old
hen making a terrible racket and went out to see what was wrong.
There she was with her head cocked to one side saying, "putt,

putt, putt," as she walked around and around the last tortilla.
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DEAR LADY: THE LETTERS OF FREDERICK JACKSON
TURNER AND ALICE FORBES PERKINS HOOPER 19101932. Edited by Ray Allen Billington with the collaboration of
Walter Muir Whitehill. The Huntington Library, San Marino,
1970. 485 pp. $10.00.
Reviewer: MARGARET VAN ALSTYNE, Book Editor of the Pacific
Historian.
In a handsome quality of paper, print and binding, the work is
dedicated to the Huntington Library and its "self-sacrificing librarians and staff members whose generous aid has made the preparation of this book a pleasure." Six hundred letters were examined
from which a selection was made which occupies approximately
four hundred pages of the text. Six illustrations include pictures of
Mrs. Forbes, Turner and William Hooper.
The letters constitute, with some exceptions, the correspondence
between the historian Frederick Jackson Turner of Frontier fame,
and Mrs. Hooper, the wealthy and childless wife of William
Hooper, a successful, urbane, rather retiring business man, who,
like Turner's wife Mae, remains strictly in the background.
Classification under six headings makes the letters easy to diges-t:
I. New Friendships and a History Commission are Born, 19101912; 2. Politics and the Commission, The Years of Trial and Success 1912-1915; 3. Historical Collecting at Its Height 1915-1917; 4.
History in Wartime and Peace 1917-1919; 5. Turner's Last Years
at Harvard 1919-1924; 6. Letters Across the Continent 1924-1929;
7. The Years of Decline 1929-1932. The index and footnotes are
impeccable.
The letters are preceded by an excellent seventy-eight page introduction by Dr. Billington setting forth his reasons for undertaking the work, salient facts about the principals involved, and information regarding his sources. The reader, be he professional
historian or layman, will want to read this condensed, clearly
written statement at ra sitting if he can do so.
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Dr. Billington, whose chief work as a historian has been concerned with Turner, develops several themes in this introduction as
follows: l. The Beginning of a Friendship; 2. Elsie Hooper and
the Squire; 3. The Harvard Commission on Western History: The
Beginnings; 4. The Harvard Commission on Western History: The
Martin Epoch; 5. The Harvard Commission on Western History:
Years of Decline; 6. The Maturing of a Friendship 1920-1932; 7.
The Turner-Hooper Letters : An Explanation.
As these headings indicate, the Introduction is chiefly devoted
to the Harvard Commission on Western History, its ·rise and decline
and its still enduring substantial accomplishment. This was initially
the brain-child of Mrs. Hooper, who wished to honor the memory
of her father, Charles Elliot Perkins, president of the Chicago,
Burlington and Quincy Railroad. When Professor Turner and his
wife and daughter came to Cambridge to live~he having left his
post at Wisconsin University to accept an appointment to the
Harvard faculty, Mrs. Hooper lost no time in inviting him to her
seaside home in Manchester (suburban to Cambridge), as was her
wont with intellectuals, political "greats" or others who caught
her fancy.
Thus in the land where the "Lowells speak only to the Gabots
and the Cabots speak only .t o God" this middle-westerner found
his path to inner circles with a minimum of difficulty.
Mrs. Hooper supported the Commission faithfully, both morally
and financially, without stepping into the limelight. Harvard Clubs
throughout the west and middle west for a time responded to the
call for documents and manuscripts pertaining to American settlement of the west and middle-west. By the time of the World War
One, sectional jealously and financial stringency brought the endeavor to a standstill, Harvard's Widener Library had ecquired a
choice selection of Mormon memorabilia and other western documents and letters used profitably by scholars to the present time.
Anyone interested in Turner's theory of the frontier as the key
to -c omprehension of the chamcter of those who settled the American west and middle wes.t and their society and institutions, will,
of course, read the work of Turner. Dr. Billington's previous works
pertaining to Turner, whose theories Professor Billington views
critically, must also be read. For him who would go farther and
probe into the personal makup of Turner, "the manner of man
Professor Turner was," the letters are illuminating.
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This eye-catching Victorian at 1536 Oxford Street in Berkeley combines Queen Anne architectural features with Eastlake detailing.
Typically Queen Anne is the round tower with helmet cap and
finial; so is the inset balcony with low balustrade and the latticed
work panels at the peaks of the two front gables, the rosetted
panels between the stories, and the scrollwork encircling the
tower. Note the scalloped shingles on the building's upper
portion. Complementing the architectural ornamentation is the
delicate wrought iron fence, believed to have been brought
from New Orleans by the house's ship captain owner, Joseph
Boudrow. (Berkeley Chamber of Commerce)
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Richey, Elinor, THE ULTIMATE VICTORIANS OF . THE
CONTINENTAL SIDE OF SAN FRANOISCO BAY. HowellNorth Books, Berkeley, 1970, 171 pp., $7.50.
Reviewer : MELISSA BAYNES, Assistant Book Editor.
The .e clecticism that typified the architecture of the late-nineteenth century East Bay area was a fitting reflection of its culture.
"Victorian" was not merely a style of architecture, it was a life
style as well, and Elinor Richey has beautifully chronicled the
architectural, social and art history of the period.
The focus of the book is on the east side of San Francisco Bay,
where all the ingredients needed to create what was to become
"the apogee of Victorian expression" were present and working
together. Almost all of the cities and communities that today lie on
the east side of the bay had their origins as mid-nineteenth century

settlements. The great influx of settlers coincided with the
beginnings of ·t he University of California, and with the advent of
new tools, materials, and processes in the construction industry, the
building boom was on. As a result of the social climate of the
district, its abundant wealth and cultural awareness was the
development of a dazzling and varigated succession of architectural style-s, ranging from the sturdy heaviness of Romanesque to
the more intricate Italian style, .and with a dominance of the
Queen Anne, or hodge-podge style.
Presenting the people and events that animated the era in -a
pleasant, readable style, and with its 204 illustrations of mansions,
small ,residences, public buildings, opulent interiors, gardens,
gadgets, cemeteries and even greeting cards of the period, The
Ultimate Victorians creates a thorough picture of .t he atmosphere
in which the privileged classes of the East Bay lived.
R. P. Gilson, SAMOA 1830-1900, the POLITICS OF A MULTICULTURAL COMMUNITY. New York, Oxford University
Press, 1970, $15.25.

Reviewer : LARS GANTZEL, Ph.D., Anthropology, Callison College,
University of the Pacific.
This should be your second book on Samoa. Your first should be
a novel or other wet book. Gilson's history of Samoa assumes you
have read elsewhere about the unexpected hurricane of 1889 which
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sunk American, German and British warships in Apia Harbor which
were itching to start a South Pacific War. This international incident is mentioned once but not described. The writer assumes you
know Samoa already.
As a history book, this is a solid compilation from original
documents. Gilson weaves his data to bring out original -insights
which will interest the academic and the pleasure reader. For
example, the battle for souls between the Wesleyans and the
London Missionary Society lasts for over 50 pages. The writer
brings substantial evidence to show that the Methodist King of
Tonga was responsible for its continuance. After the London Headquarters agreed that Tonga would be for the Wesleyans and Samoa
for the London Missionary Society, the King sent his own Tongan
preachers when the White Wesleyans were withdrawn.
The book is a solid research piece. It is history and moves frorri
block of time to block of time. Although the writer taught anthropology, his book lacks the broad generalizations and precise descriptions of Samoan behavior that characterize anthropology
works. The author explains social structure in the second chapter
in a way that will not draw in the pleasure reader; this is normal
anthropology. Most anthropology books describe culture methodologically so that the human behavior is dried up. Margaret
Mead's book COMING OF AGE IN SAMOA avoids this through
juicy descriptions, many insights per page and no methodology. ·
Unlike Margaret Mead, who describes Samoan sexual behavior
in detail, Gilson labels behavior as "obscene dancing" ( p. 95) or
"forbidden pleasures and distractions indulged, the Sabbath profaned" ( p. 123) without description of the behavior. Anthropologists can arouse interest by thorough "on the spot" descriptions.
But this content is not usually available to the historian perusing
documents. The book is therefore a History of Samoa and not an
Anthropological History of Samoa.
The anthropological material on social structure which is used
is dull. In a beginning chapter 2, it blocks the way for the readable
his,tory which follows. Events of history carry a substantial human
interest. But anthropological analyses of kinship and social structure carry no substantial human interest unless related to human
behavior. The opening two chapter would be best in an appendix.
Or if they were presented after the first 100 pages of history, the
reader would by then be interested in the fabric of Samoan social
relationships which are responsible for the interesting history of
Samoa. As opening chapter, the reader will forswear interest in
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anthropology and perhaps in the book if it is his second and not
his tenth book on Samoa. If this is your second book, begin at
page 65.
The anthropological point of view toward conflict of world views
comes up often. The anthropology student interested in differences
in world view and social relationship will notice these analyses;
however, they do not stand on their own because the author does
not accent them to the reader.
The following excerpt shows that Gilson understands how
humans read their own culture into the behavior of other cultures.
The hair problem affects every society from time to time when
young people reverse it to play tricks on their elders. But when
cultures do it to each other, then it is foul play indeed, since bringing one culture in line with another will turn their world upside
down; yet this is what the missionaries demanded:
(The missionaries) were so bemused by what they thought to be the
universal validity of their own values . . . that they were slow to take
stock of traditional beliefs and conditions of life and to adjust their methods
of instruction accordingly. Rather they persisted in teaching "white sermons"
that were "brim full of good theology" and equally laden with misconceptions for Samoan congregations and teacher-trainees. (p. 102-3)
For the sake of Godliness and decency the Samoans would have to mend
many of their ways. . . . the adoption of hair styles 'appropriate' to the
individual's sex, meaning long hair for women and short hair for men, the
reverse of traditional styles . . . (p. 96)

Samoa is different from European culture in appealing ways.
Consequently, a history of this culture contact is also appealing.
However, the history book on non-Eurasian cultures like Samoa
needs a sound synthesis of history and anthropology.
The title itself shows the historian's point of view in a far reaching way. American History begins with Columbus and moves back
to Europe with few for·ays into American Indian History. History
is European History in the Pacific. But Samoan history was interesting before Europeans came. The anthropologist compiling
folk songs and oral literature, digging in ruins, and comparing
linguistic stocks around the Pacific has compiled pre-Columbian
histories that European students of man find intriguing. Yet European contact became intense in the Pacific after 1830, and thence
the start of "History."
So, start with Margaret Mead or a lighter book on Samoa. If
Samoan history intrigues you, begin on page 65 of this book.
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Gilson's meticulous examination of original documents and building of interesting insights is good reading. Then, read one of the
many books on the Polynesian migrations written by archaeologists
and anthropologists. The academic in Pacific History will want
this book in his library for its scholarship and insight.
SIERRA NEVADA by Verna R. Johnston. Houghton Mifflin Co.,
Boston, 1970, xiii and 281 pp., 8 col. pls. $7.95.
Reviewer: STEVEN C . ANDERSON, Assistant Professor of Environmental Sciences, Callison College, University of the Pacific.
Verna Johnson says that in her book she aims "to tell the story
of Sierra Nevada wildlife in terms of the plant communities in
which the animals live- red fir forests, foothill woodland, chaparral,
yellow pine forests, ·a nd the rest-with full consideration of how
fire, geology, man, history, and evolution have shaped the ecology
of the range." No small undertaking, yet she accomplishes this to
a great degree.
I sometimes get <the impression that there are almost as many
"theories of history" as there are historians. Not being a historian,
I should not like to suggest the introduction of an ecological theory
of history, but I do think the obvious fact that the envir·o nment
provides the framework of .historical events needs more emphasis.
Perhaps students of history are always aware of the geographical
context of human affairs, but I have yet to see ecology recommended as part of a curriculum in history.
For those concerned with the history of California, Verna Johnston's book should serve as a pleasant introduction to the ecology
of the Sierra Nevada, California's most distinctive geographic feature; the Sierra Nevada is a mountain range of obvious importance
in the history of the Golden State.
The Sierra Nevada rose to its present heights only yesterday in
geological time, formed by the tilting up of a great ~block of rock
some 400 miles long during the mountain building of the late
Teritary. Along the great fault on the east of the r·a nge, the
escarpment forms the awesome two-mile high rock wall which
greeted .the first westward-moving settlers.
The uplifting of the Sierran block was instrumental in the formation of the modern climate of California and Nevada. As the
moisture-laden winds move inland from the Pacific, they cool as

they rise up the long western slope of the Sierra, and drop their
burden of water as rain and snow before passing over the crest
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into Nevada. The snow pack and the soil in the forests insure that
this vast quantity of water will be retained and dispensed throughout the year to sustain the diverse .communities of plants and
animals that reside in the hills and valleys to the west. The
mountains thus create a rain-shadow 1to the east, drastically limiting the diversity of natural communities and agriculture in the
Great Basin of Nevada.
During the Pleistocene, the glaciers of the Sierra Nevada carved
out the spectacular bowl-like valleys of the range, leaving the high
waterfalls spilling out of older, hanging valleys. The weathering of
the Sierran rocks has built up characteristic soil types in the
western Sierra, and the streams and rivers flowing out of the
range have deposited this weathered material in the Central Valley
and San Joaquin delta for thousands of years. California's diversified agriculture owes its existence to these continuing geological
processes. The gravel beds of many of these same streams provide
the spawning grounds for salmon, and thus the ecology of the
Sierra Nevada is of importance to those who harvest these commercially important fish at sea, far removed from the mountains of
their birth.
As the traveller ascends the western slope, the air grows cooler,
the amount of annual rainfall increases, and there is a -corresponding change in the vegetation type and the associated animals. From
the thick alluvial soils of the Central Valley which support the
orchards and other varied crops, the roads pass through the rolling
grasslands on which cattle now graze, up through the oak woodland which provided the acorns important in the economy of
many Indian tribes in pre-Spanish California. Leaving the foothills,
one enters the mid-mountain forests of yellow or ponderosa pine,
sugar pine, white fir, and incense -cedar, trees which have created
the lumber economy of Northern California. In this forest are the
last remaining giant sequoias of "big trees," sacred wawona of the
Southern Miwok Indians.
Still higher are the red fir forests, and above them the stark
contrasts of the bare rocks of the high Sierra and the dwarfish
plants of the alpine communities.
At least in recent geological times, fire has been an important
part of California ecology. Many plants are adapted to conditions
under which fire is a frequent occurence. For thousands of years,
electrical storms ignited forest understory, periodically clearing
away shrubs and dry grass, but rarely taking out the mature trees.
The fireresistent bark of the sequoias has enabled some of these
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ancient giants to survive 3,000 years of periodic forest fires. Some
plant species require the heat of a fire for their cones to open or
their seeds to germinate, and some chaparral species come up from
the root crowns after their leaves and branches have been killed
by fire.
When man entered California the ecology changed. By modern
standards these changes were slow, and over several thousands of
years the plant and animal communities reached a new equilibrium
with this immigrant species. While the varied environments of
California supported a large number of tribal groups, it has been
estimated that before the coming of the Spanish there were only
some 130,000 people in California. Then, as now, this was the
most densely populated area of North America.
The Indians deliberately burned grasslands and the forest understory, both to promote the growth of desirable food species and
to keep the forests open to reduce hazards of ambush. The present
residents of California attempt to exclude fire, causing the understory to grow uncontrolled. This causes changes in the relative
abundance of plant and animal species in the forest. When fires do
occur, this accumulated brush feeds them and even the mature old
trees succumb to the holocaust.
The coming of the Spanish and .their animals caused much more
drastic changes in the vegetation, for the herds and Hocks carried
the seeds of foreign grasses and Mediterranean "weeds" in their
coats, and these displaced the native grasses in a short time. Also,
the continuing practice of overgrazing and resultant destruction of
the soil had begun.
With the discovery of the gold being weathered out of the quartz
of the upper foothills, California ecology and world history became
inextricably entangled. A fundamental principle of ecology is that
the introduction of a new element into the environment must result
in the ecosystem moving toward a new equilibrium. This is happening in California and in the world as a whole. An equilibrium
favorable to man's continued existence may not result.
I have tried to stress the importance of ecology, as exemplified
by Miss Johnston's book, to historians, and have slighted thereby
the usefulness to those of us who are naturalists by profession or
avocation, and those of us who walk the mountains to satisfy some
deep psychological or visceral need for wilderness. This is not a
handbook to be stuffed into pocket or knapsack; the book for that
purpose is Sierra Nevada Natural History by Storer and Usinger.
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Miss Johnston's book is a book to be read between Sierra trips, to
give new meaning to things seen, and .to suggest things to look for
next time. It is a book to be read through in its entirety and then
taken down from the shelf again and again. Any book, even a book
by John Muir, is but a pale reflection of the majesty of mountains;
but for those who truly love nature, explanations of natural
phenomena enhance rather than diminish wonder, and for us,
Verna Johnston has made a fine book.
Dillon, Richard, HUMBUGS AND HEROES. Doubleday and
Company, Inc. Garden City, New York, 1970, 365 pp., 40
illustrations, $7.95.
Reviewer: R. CoKE WooD, University of the Pacific.
There are two reasons for recommending this interesting book by
the prolific writer, Richard Dillon. First, he has collected the essential and interesting information about sixty-three of California
pioneers and placed it in this volume so it will be readily available. As his title indicates, he has not attempted to evaluate the
character of the individuals as Dr. Hunt does in his Stately Hall
of Fame. To qualify, they have .to be interesting but not necessarily good or bad.
The second reason for recommending the book is because the
story of each personality is told in the short, lively and inimitable
style so typical of Dick Dillon's writing.
It is a handy volume to have available for reference and for
pleasant reading.
JOURNAL OF A CRUISE OF THE UNITED STATES
SCHOONER DOLPHIN AMONG THE ISLANDS OF THE
PACIFIC OCEAN AND A VISIT TO THE MULGRA VE
ISLANDS, IN PURSUIT OF THE MUTINEERS OF THE
WHALE SHIP GLOBE. By Hiram Paulding, with a new introduction by A. Grove Day. (Honolulu: University of Hawaii
Press, 1970). 258 pp., $6.00.
Reviewer: RoNALD H. LIMBAUGH, Associate Professor of History, University of the Pacific.
One of the first American Naval vessels to enter South Pacific
water and the first to visit Hawaii, the U.S.S. Dolphin sailed from
Peru in 1825. Two years later it returned, not only with the
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surv1vmg mutineers of the Globe aboard, but also with new information about lands and people beyond continental shores. As
First Mate and diarist for the expedition, Paulding published his
account in 1831. The book in review is a reprint of the original
edition. Modern readers will be irritated by the lack of good maps,
editorial notes and indexes, but these omissions are offset by the
reasonable price tag and by the indispensable introductory summary.
Despite its tedius 19th century prose, as true-life adventure this
book has few equals. Spiced with violence, sex, and a various assortment of heroes and villains, it would make good grist for the
Hollywood movie mill, especially if the pop culture is really swinging away from "relevance" and back to "romance" as a few recent
prognosticators contend. But the essence of this journal is not confined to descriptions of mutineers, "naked savages", and tropical
island paradises. As Professor Day writes in the introduction, the
Dolphin's voyage "ties together several striking themes of Pacific
history: whaling, the goriest mutiny in oceanic annals, the beginnings of the Unrted States as a Pacific power, American naval life,
early contacts with South Sea peoples, and missionary difficulties
in the Sandwach or Hawaiian Islands." He might have added that
this book has special significance at a >time when ecology studies
are in vogue, for it documents the sorry record of environmental
neglect and wanton destruction that characterized American expansion. Dazzled by the apparent abundance of native wildlife,
seamen from the Dolphin slaughtered hundreds of seals, doves,
turtles and fish for food and fun . Even then game shortages were
evident on some islands they visited. The Dolphin's crew also inintroduced pigs and North American plants to many islands, blissfully ignorant of the ecological upheavals that could result. It
would be senseless and anachronistic to chide 19th century voyagers for not heeding ecological principles not widely understood
even today. But as early as the 1820's nature was making ominous
signals. On Oahu, Paulding noted, the rabbit population, started
by a well-meaning Spaniard a few years earlier, had already increased to plague proportions.
Anthropologists, as well as historians and ecologists will appreciate this narrative. Like most 19th century Anglo-American
travelers , Paulding judged native life and customs by European
standards. With few exceptions he found aboriginal people to be
"dishonest," "ignorant," "immoral," "superstitious," "uncivilized,"
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and "inferior." He could not understand why native leaders on
Oahu, having been exposed to "civilization" (in the form of guns,
rum, stiffnecked military uniforms and the Blue Laws of the missionaries) had not yet taken up white ways. But blatant racism and
cultural bias, if understood-though not excused- as a product of
the times, does not destroy the anthropological value of Paulding's
descriptive passages nor his perceptive analysis of native society.
For example, among the inhabitants of the "Mulgrave" (Southern
Marshall) Islands he found a familiar pattern of social behavior:
"Like all other men, whether civilized or uncivilized, they have
different grades of rank in their society, from the high chief down
to the farthest remove of relationship to royalty." Although not
troubled by concepts of reward or punishment after death, he reported, Marshallese people still conformed strictly to group behavior patterns, par.tly out of fear of reprisal from tyrannical chiefs
and partly by reason of common sense economics, for individual
survival was absolutely dependent upon group cooperation,
Perhaps most important, this journal is a case study of American
transcontinental expansion. The book exemplifies what Norman
Graebner, William Goetzmann, Richard Van Alstyne and other
post-Turnerians have claimed: that by the 1820's, merchants, missionaries and military men, rather than hunters and farmers ,
charted the course of American Empire both within continental
boundaries and beyond.
THEEL DORADO TRAIL: THE STORY OF THE GOLD RUSH
ROUTES ACROSS MEXICO. By Feral Egan. McGraw Hill
Book Co., New York, 1970. 306 pp.
xvi
index. $7.95.

+

+

Reviewer: MICKEY GIBSON, Assistant Professor of Antropology,
Callison College.
The proof that gold had actually been discovered in California
was brought to Washington by a young Naval officer, a Lieutenant
Beale who arrived in the nation's Capital after a most improbable
4000 mile trip. Beale left La Paz, Mexico on July 29, 1848 and
completed his mission on September 16 of the same year. The
amazing thing is that he arrived at all, so perilous was his trip
through Mexico from La Paz .to Vera Cruz. And yet today, one
can retrace his footsteps with the greatest of ease. From La Paz
there are regular crossings :to Mazart:Um on either modern jets or
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air conditioned ferries . And while it took Beale five hard days to
journey from Mazatlan to San Bias in a small schooner, the present
traveler has only a leisurely morning drive over a first class road
between the two towns. "To travel from San Bias to Mexico City
required preparations, required a large force of guards who would
not hesitate to shoot or slash with the machete." The remarkable
Beale did manage to make the trip, not however without incident,
with the aid of only' a single guide. Today the drive from San B1as
via Tepic to Guadalajara is a beautiful, but hardly dangerous, half
day venture. And from Guadalajara to Mexico City is an overnight
matter on a modern Pullman equipped train. From Mexico City to
Vera Cruz, Beale's port of embarkation, the modern traveler has
a choice of two scenic roads, a first class train service, or several
flights a day. By car it is, at most, about a ten hour trip. It took
Beale and his guide sixty hours to cover the 280 miles from Mexico
City to ·the port of Vera Cruz. And in Vera Cruz his guide collapsed, physically and mentally exhausted. Cortez himself did not
have much more difficulty in making the trip from Vera Cruz to
Mexico City.
In this delightful book, one of The American Trails Series, author
Egan traces out in detail not only the various routes west across
Mexico used by the people lured by the California gold strike,
but also gives us an exciting story of the flesh and blood men and
women who braved traveling these routes.
The route which Beale took while bringing the news to the
California gold strike to Washington was only one of the many
routes across Mexico which was used by people rushing in .t he
opposite direction to strike it rich. And it was not the most popular
route either.
For the reader interested in the history of the American West,
this well-researched book (there is an excellent bibliography, but
one is somewhat dismayed at the lack of many sources in Spanish)
has a double appeal. The period itself is of considerable importance. But the author does more than merely sketch out the trails
used by the people on their way west to share in the gold. His
detailed portraits of some of the actual people involved are both
interesting and important. As we travel the various trails across
Mexico with the early pioneers, author Egan brings to light their
loves, fears, hopes . . . we come to know not only the trails but

the characters of the people who .traveled these trails. And that is
important, for without a deep understanding of the character of
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the people who were caught up in the Gold Rush, the Gold Rush
as ·a period in our history remains static and beyond our comprehension. Author Egan has done a good job in bringing to life the
El Dorado Trail.
Aside from the reader who is mainly interested in the history of
the gold rush, there is another type of reader who should find the
book valuable. Anyone contemplating a trip to Mexico will certainly profit from reading the book. "For in Mexico," the author
writes, "it is still possible to follow the routes the Argonauts took
as they traveled The El Dorado Trail."
It is not only possible to follow such routes but to do so would
take the modern traveler through some of Mexico's most beautiful
and exciting country. One can retrace not only Beale's route from
La Paz on the Gulf of California to Vera Cruz on the Gulf of
Mexico, but also any one of the other trails: From Vera Cruz to
Acapulco; from Tampico to San Luis Potosi to Guadalajara, and
then on t0 Mazatlan; or from one of the lower Rio Grande valley
border towns to Monterey and on up to El Paso del Norte.
The usual guidebooks to Mexico have never appealed to me, and .
I can recommend The El Dorado Trail as an intelligent approaoh
to a vacation guide to Mexico. It may not rank as great literature
along with the other unconventional guides to Mexico which could
be suggested-D. H. Lawrence's The Plumed Serpent and Mornings
in Mexico; A. Huxley's Beyond the Mexique Bay; M. Lowry's
Under the Volcano, Selected Poems, and Dark as The Grave
Wherein My Friend is Laid; J. Stephens' Incidents of Travel in
Yuca~an; or F. E. Calderon de La Barca's Life in Mexico, to mention but a few books the traveler should read before going to
Mexico-but, The El Dorado Trail is certainly well worth reading.
WINTER ON THE DESERT
Once in a decade,
this you have to know:
Joshua trees bent with snow.
-LuciLLE SANDBERG

SIESTA
Praying mantis stops
his walk across the stone wall,
noontime lethargy.
-LUCILLE SANDBERG
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Note from Carl S. Miller, vice president for institutional advancement, to be read following the meeting of the board of the
California History Foundation, Friday, March 26, 1971.
I regret very much that University business made it impossible
for me to be with you today. It would have been a personal
pleasure for me to participate in all events of the California
History Institute today.
One year ago the John Muir Papers were placed on permanent
loan with the Stuart Library of Western Americana. The coming
of this important collection to the University of the Pacific is
testimony tp the tremendous contribution that the Stuarts have
made to the University. Without the Stuarts there would be no
library of Western Americana at Pacific.
It is appropriate that the efforts of the Stuarts be recognized by
the plaques which have been placed in the Library. When the
new south wing is added to the Library, these plaques will continue to recognize all that the Stuarts have done for us. It is
greatly appreciated.
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"Sweet MasteT Jasper"
the golden cocker with
his poet masteT, Charles
W illanl Daniel, in their
Santa Rosa garden.

Dr. R. Coke Wood and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Calvert were among
many who enjoyed Shirley Sargent's speech, "Past and Present in
Our Valley," at the thirteenth annual Southern Symposium of the
Conference of California Historical Societies in Fresno.
Photo courtesy of Barnard M. Guy.
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MARK TWAIN on California Stagecoaching
Culture-hungry Californians of the 1860's relished Mark Twain's
reports on life in Europe. And they were pleased, no doubt, when
deep in "By Rail through France," in San Francisco's Overland
Monthly for July, 1868, he slipped in this nostalgic bit:

It is hard to make railroading pleasant, in any country. It is too tedious.
Stagecoaching is infinitely more delightful.
Once I crossed the plains and
deserts and mountains of the West,
in a stagecoach, from the Missouri
line to California, and since then all
my pleasure trips must be measured
to that rare holiday frolic. Two thousand miles of ceaseless rush and rattle and clatter, by night and by day,
and never a weary moment, never a
lapse of interest!
The first seven hundred miles a
level continent, its grassy carpet
greener and softer and smoother
than any sea, figured with designs
fitted to its magnitude- the shadows
of the douds. Here were no scenes
but summer scenes, and no disposition inspired by them but to lie at full
length on the mail-sacks, in the grateful breeze, and smoke the pipe of
peace- what other, where all was repose and contentment?
In cool mornings, before the sun
was fairly up, it was worth a lifetime
of city toiling and moiling, to perch
in the foretop with the driver, and
see the six mustangs scamper under

the sharp snapping of a whip that
never touched them; to scan the blue
distances of a world that knew no
lords but us; to cleave the wind
with uncovered head, and feel the
sluggish pulses rousing to the spirit
of a speed that pretended to the
resistless rush of a typhoon! Then,
thirteen hundred miles of desert solitudes; of limitless panorama of bewildering perspective; of mimic cities,
of pinnacled cathedrals; of massive
fortresses, counterfeited in the eternal rocks and splendid with the
crimson and gold of the setting sun;
of dizzy altitudes among fog-wreathed
peaks and never-melting snows, where
thunders and lightnings and tempests
warred magnificently at our feet, and
the stonnclouds above swung their
shredded banners in our very faces!
But I forget. I am in elegant France
now, and not scurrying through the
great South Pass and the Wind River
Mountains, among antelopes and buffaloes, and painted Indians on the
war path. It is not meet that I should
make too disparaging comparisons between hum-drum travel on a railway
and that royal summer flight aero's
a continent in a stagecoach.
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A Packet Full of Dreams
To-day I met our President,
Statesman so good and wise,
I walked into his office
And met those friendly eyes.
A warm handclasp did greet me,
A smile, kind words and thenFrom his desk a present came,
A camera clicked and thenWe walked into the garden,
There's a path where roses grow.
I was standing near our President,
My thoughts ran to and fro .
I saw no man of politics,
I saw no man of fame
I saw a heart with feeling
How glad I was I came!
His kind words of my son, his Aide,
Rang sincere and true
How could I thank this man so great?
Words failed me, this I knew.
And so, in thanks, I send to you,
A packet full of dreams,
Blue bonnets at your Texas ranch,
Wild flowers in between
An old
Fine
Distant
Wild

stone fence, and stately oaks,
cattle grazing near,
haystacks in the sun,
peacocks you can hear.

A whistle to a pony
Under a Yucca tree,
Cottonwoods that welcome you,
From cares you now are free.
A fireplace is waiting.
There's a grandchild you can see,
The bag of dreams is full right now,
To L.B.J. from me.
Claire D. Sprague
For President Lyndon Baines Johnson
September 27, 1968
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Mrs. Claire Sprague, her granddaughter and the President. Taken
in the office of President L. B. Johnson, by White House
photographer Mr. Yoichi R. Okamoto.
The White House
Washington
October 28, 1968
Dear Mrs. Sprague,
I was overcome last Friday by the arrival of yom poem and my
first grand daughter both on the same day!
Perhaps others have made rhymes about me but none touched
so many facets of my life with such kindness and understanding. It
will have a place among my memoirs, as will the day all of the
Spragues came to visit, and the years during which lrv worked
for me so faithfully and well.
My best wishes to all.
Sincerely,
Lyndon B. Johnson
Mrs. Claire D. Sprague
1444 North Baker Sh·eet
Stockton, California 95203

